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Abstract

While the Reichardt correlator and its mathematical equivalents do not sig-

nal true image velocity, a great deal of experimental evidence establishes them as

mechanisms for visual motion detection in insects, humans, and other animals.

This study examines the accuracy with which Reichardt correlators can provide

velocity estimates in an organism’s natural visual environment. I develop an

analytical method which predicts the mean response of a correlator to moving

broad-band images. Combined with recent findings that natural images have

highly stereotyped power spectra, my analysis predicts a consistent correspondence

between mean correlator response and velocity. This predictable relationship, con-

firmed by simulations using a set of natural images, allows the otherwise ambiguous

Reichardt correlator to act as a velocity estimator in the natural environment.

My analysis and simulations also suggest that processes commonly found in visual

systems, such as prefiltering, saturation, integration, and adaptation, improve

the reliability of velocity estimation and expand the range of velocities which the

correlator can code. Experimental recordings of the responses of wide-field neurons

to moving broad-band images confirm my analytical predictions. By explaining

how visual systems overcome the shortcomings of the Reichardt correlator to

take advantage of its simplicity, generality, and robustness to noise, this work

illuminates the functional significance of elements of biological motion detection

systems as well as their potential relevance to machine vision.
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1 Introduction

Directional motion detection represents a key form of visual information process-

ing in animals. Many biological visual systems are specialized to detect moving

predators or prey. As part of the mating process, some flying insects use visual mo-

tion cues to track and chase conspecifics (Land and Collett, 1974; Collett and Land,

1975; Wagner, 1986). Animals often estimate their own rotational and translational

movement from the overall movement of their visual field (Hausen and Egelhaaf,

1989; Buchner, 1984). Humans and other organisms use visual motion cues for

more complex tasks, such as estimating object distances or distinguishing different

objects by relative motion (Gibson, 1950).

Not surprisingly, many animals have evolved elaborate visual motion de-

tection systems. Insects, whose brains typically contain one hundred thousand

times fewer neurons than ours, carry out delicate navigational feats with the aid

of motion cues. Honeybees, for example, use optical motion not only to navigate

through tunnels or fly between obstacles (Srinivasan et al., 1996), but also to control

their walking speed (Schöne, 1996), detect boundaries between objects (Kern et al.,

1997), determine distance to individual objects (Lehrer et al., 1988), and determine

total distance traveled (Srinivasan et al., 1996; Giurfa and Menzel, 1997). Motion

detection in the fly is extremely fast, with the computations requiring only a few

milliseconds (Poggio and Reichardt, 1976). In many respects, insect visual systems

far surpass state-of-the art robotics systems for motion detection and navigation

(Franceschini et al., 1992; Srinivasan and Venkatesh, 1997; Srinivasan et al., 1997).

The relevance of the mechanisms and algorithms underlying biological mo-

tion detection extends to both biology and computation. Motion detection is an

essential component of visual systems which relates to many aspects of animal

behavior. It also provides a physiologically accessible example of complex neural

processing. The behavior and mechanisms of biological motion detection systems

are relevant to engineers and computer scientists because machine vision systems

attempt to solve similar visual problems. An understanding of biological motion de-

tection might suggest new algorithms for machine vision (Franceschini et al., 1992;
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Srinivasan and Venkatesh, 1997). Such work might also facilitate a better definition

of the problems which biological or artificial vision systems should attempt to solve,

and the assumptions they should make to obtain a solution.

A number of algorithms for motion detection have been proposed in the

biological and computer vision literatures (Barlow and Levick, 1965; Buchner, 1984;

Potters and Bialek, 1994; Adelson and Bergen, 1985; Horn and Schunck, 1981;

Tomasi and Kanade, 1993). Some of these have been elaborated as models for

motion detection in specific biological visual systems (Egelhaaf and Borst, 1989; van

Santen and Sperling, 1984). The most relevant to the present work is the so-called

Reichardt correlator, originally proposed by Hassenstein, Reichardt, and Varjú as a

model for motion detection in insects (Hassenstein and Reichardt, 1956; Reichardt,

1961). The basic idea of the Reichardt model is to correlate responses from two

nearby spatial locations after delaying one of the two signals. A visual image

moving in the appropriate direction will excite such a correlator. The following

chapter describes the Reichardt model in more detail.

Since its introduction as the first mathematical model of biological motion

detection, the Reichardt model has gained widespread acceptance. A large body

of evidence from physiological and behavioral experiments supports Reichardt cor-

relation as the mechanism for motion detection in insects (see Sections 2.3 and

2.4). While mechanisms of motion detection in vertebrate visual systems remain

somewhat controversial, evidence in most animals studied points towards variants

of the Reichardt model. In particular, correlation models and their mathematical

equivalents have been successfully applied to human vision (van Santen and Sper-

ling, 1984, 1985; Adelson and Bergen, 1985), as well as to wallabies (Ibbotson et al.,

1994), pigeons (Wolf-Oberhollenzer and Kirschfeld, 1994), and cats (Emerson et al.,

1987).

Despite all this work, the methods by which visual systems use Reichardt

correlators to estimate image velocities remain unclear. The basic Reichardt model

reliably indicates motion of sinusoidal gratings, but is sensitive to contrast (bright-

ness) and spatial frequency (shape) as well as velocity. The response to a moving

broad-band image, such as a natural scene, varies erratically as a function of time.
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In the absence of additional system components or assumptions, the raw output of

a basic Reichardt correlator provides an inaccurate, ambiguous indication of image

velocity. Some authors have concluded that animals capable of uniquely estimating

velocity must possess either collections of differently tuned correlators (Adelson and

Bergen, 1985; Allik and Pulver, 1995; Horridge and Marcelja, 1992), or an alterna-

tive motion detection system which does not suffer from these problems (Srinivasan

et al., 1991).

Before discarding the individual Reichardt correlator as a velocity estima-

tor, however, one must examine several additional aspects of the motion detection

system. First, natural images are not arbitrary. Recent work has shown that certain

image statistics are highly predictable in the natural world (Burton and Moorhead,

1987; Tolhurst et al., 1992; Atick and Redlich, 1992; Ruderman, 1994), and that

visual systems take advantage of this predictability (Laughlin, 1983, 1994). Motion

detection systems based on biological Reichardt correlators might respond more

reliably to typical natural images than to arbitrary images. Second, biological cor-

relators almost certainly involve physiological components in addition to the basic

elements of the Reichardt model. Past experimental work has typically described

these additional features rather than examined their effect on the overall correlator

output. Spatial and temporal prefiltering, saturation, integration, and adaptation

in a correlator-based system will affect its performance in response to both sim-

ple experimental stimuli and more complex natural images (e.g., van Santen and

Sperling, 1984).

This work combines analytical, computational, and experimental ap-

proaches to examine the extent to which a single Reichardt correlator or an array

of identical correlators can perform accurate velocity estimation. First, I predict

and simulate the responses of a simple Reichardt correlator to broad-band natural

images. I examine computationally the effects on correlator output of additional

physiologically inspired system components, such as prefiltering of correlator input,

integration of correlator output, contrast saturation, and adaptive mechanisms. I

show how natural image statistics can combine with various biological signal pro-

cessing strategies to improve the reliability of the motion detection system. In the
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process, I illuminate the functional roles of various components of the biological sys-

tem, some of which may also be relevant to machine vision systems. Experiments

confirm a number of predictions based on my models.
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2 Background and literature review

2.1 Choice of model organism

The fly visual system serves as the basis for the models of the present work, less

because of an intrinsic interest in insect vision than because insects in general and

flies in particular have proven well-suited as model organisms for studying motion

detection. Flies depend heavily on their large eyes in flight navigation. In fact,

some expend 35% of their metabolic energy during flight to carry their eyes and vi-

sual processing neurons (O’Carroll, 1998). Because of their limited binocular vision

and lack of a variable focus, insects depend on motion cues for three-dimensional

vision (Srinivasan et al., 1997). The fly’s visual system has likely been investigated

in more detail than that of any other insect (Hausen and Egelhaaf, 1989). By at-

taching a fly to a torquemeter, one can measure its behavioral responses to various

moving images and image sequences; such techniques have been used extensively to

study visually induced behavior (Reichardt and Poggio, 1976). Extensive work has

characterized the eyes and visual neural pathways of the fly optically and anatomi-

cally (Hausen and Egelhaaf, 1989). Most importantly, the fly’s visual system proves

readily accessible to intracellular electrophysiological recordings which allow one to

study the functional properties of individual neurons. The models in this thesis are

based primarily on data from such recordings.

2.2 Basic correlator model

Hassenstein, Reichardt, and Varjú deduced a model for motion detection on the ba-

sis of the optomotor responses of the beetle Chlorophanus (rev. Reichardt, 1961).

In their original experiments, a beetle was suspended within a rotating drum con-

structed to display carefully controlled moving visual patterns. The beetle generally

attempted to follow the movement in order to reduce its relative rotational motion

with respect to its surroundings. By carefully measuring these turning responses

while showing the beetle different patterns, Hassenstein and his colleagues deter-

mined which types of optical stimuli elicit an optomotor response, and how the

strength of this response depends on the stimulus. On the basis of these relation-
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Figure 1: The Reichardt correlator takes two input signals (A, B) with a fixed
angular separation ∆φ. Each of these time-dependent inputs passes through a
linear delay filter (D) before being multiplied by the other, undelayed, signal.
The results of the two correlations are subtracted to produce a single output R.
An object moving to the right will produce a positive output; an object moving
to the left will produce a negative output. The figure also shows a potential input
luminance signal, in this case a sinusoid with amplitude C and wavelength λ = 1

fs

moving to the right with velocity v.

ships, they proposed a mathematical model of motion detection in Chlorophanus

involving arrays of local correlators.

A simplified version of the “Reichardt correlator” is shown in Figure 1.

One might think of the input to any visual system as a luminance signal which

varies continuously as a function of space and time. The two input channels of

the correlator, A and B, sample this signal at two points on the retinal field,

separated by some spatial angle ∆φ. An object moving from left to right will

pass first over A and then over B. If the signal from A is delayed appropriately,

the two signals will match. The Reichardt correlator of Figure 1 delays the signal

6



from A by passing it through a linear delay filter D, before multiplying the two

signals. This delay-and-multiply subunit will, on the average, respond positively

to rightward motion. In order to achieve similar sensitivity to leftward motion and

in order to cancel excitation by stationary stimuli, a parallel delay-and-multiply

operation takes place with a delay on the opposite arm. The outputs of the two

multiplications are subtracted to give a single time-dependent correlator output

R(t). A positive output indicates rightward image motion, while a negative output

indicates leftward motion and a zero output indicates lack of motion.

The correlator of Figure 1 will produce a constant output in response to a

moving zero-mean sinusoidal grating1. I derive and present the response character-

istics for sinusoidal stimuli in this section because of their significance to this work,

even though the same results have been derived elsewhere using different notation

(e.g., Egelhaaf et al., 1989). Suppose the input is a zero-mean sinusoid of amplitude

C and spatial frequency fs traveling at velocity v with the same directional orienta-

tion as the correlator inputs, as shown in Figure 1. Then the temporal frequency of

the input signal at any receptor is ft = fsv. If the angular separation of the two in-

puts of the correlator is ∆φ, and if the delay filter is linear with frequency response

D(ft) = A(ft)e−iΘ(ft), then the correlator output (derived in Appendix A.1) is

R(t) = C2A(ft) sin[Θ(ft)] sin(2πfs∆φ). (1)

While the output of each delay-and-multiply subunit oscillates as a function of

time, the final correlator output is constant1. According to Equation 1, correlator

output varies with the square of grating brightness, C. For moving sinusoids of fixed

amplitude, correlator output depends on both spatial and temporal frequency, or,

equivalently, on both spatial frequency and motion velocity.

To illustrate this relationship more concretely, consider a correlator with a

first-order low-pass delay filter — that is, a delay filter D with impulse response

d(t) = 1
τ e−t/τ for t > 0 (see Section 2.5). The correlator output (derived in Ap-

1The mean luminance of a real sinusoidal grating is at least equal to the amplitude of the
sinusoid, since luminance cannot be negative. A zero-mean sinusoid is used here to simplify the
derivation of the spatiotemporal frequency tuning of the correlator. A real sinusoidal grating with
positive mean luminance will produce oscillatory correlator output, as described in Section 4.1.
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Figure 2: Response of correlator to unit-amplitude sinusoidal gratings of varying
spatial and temporal frequency (fs and ft, respectively). The responses shown
here are for a correlator of the form shown in Figure 1, where ∆φ = 1◦ and the
delay filter D is a first-order low-pass filter with time constant τ = 35 ms. While
correlator inputs vary as a function of time, correlator output is constant for each
sinusoidal grating stimulus. According to Equation 2, response level depends on
brightness, spatial frequency, and temporal frequency, but the effects are separable.
(A) Response as a function of spatial and temporal frequency. (B) Response as
a function of spatial frequency for the optimal temporal frequency, ft,opt = 1

2πτ .
(C) Response as a function of temporal frequency for the lowest optimal spatial
frequency, fs,opt = 1

4∆φ .

pendix A.1) is then

R(t) =
C2

2πτ

ft

f2
t + 1/(2πτ)2

sin(2πfs∆φ). (2)

Figure 2 shows the correlator response as a function of spatial and temporal fre-

quency for C = 1, ∆φ = 1◦, and τ = 35 ms. The response is negative for some

sufficiently high spatial frequencies since the correlator inputs effectively under-

sample the sinusoidal signal, a phenomenon known as spatial aliasing. For spatial

frequencies below 1
2∆φ , however, the response is positive, peaking at an optimum

spatial frequency of fs,opt = 1
4∆φ . At a given spatial frequency, the magnitude of

correlator output increases with temporal frequency up to an optimum and then
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decreases monotonically as temporal frequency continues to increase. The opti-

mal temporal frequency is that which maximizes ft

f2
t +1/(2πτ)2

, namely ft,opt = 1
2πτ .

If a sinusoidal grating of spatial frequency fs moves with increasing velocity, the

correlator response will increase until the velocity reaches an optimum

vopt =
ft,opt

fs
=

1
2πfsτ

, (3)

and then decrease gradually toward zero.

While the specific details of Figure 2 depend on the choice of delay filter D

and inter-receptor angle ∆φ, the qualitative behavior of the correlator is generally

similar to that shown above. Varying ∆φ changes the spatial frequency tuning,

shifting the spatial frequency optima and the spatial frequencies which produce

negative outputs. The delay filter D determines the temporal frequency tuning,

and therefore the response to different motion velocities at any given spatial fre-

quency. Our choice of a first-order delay filter avoided temporal aliasing; other

delay filters might cause the correlator to produce negative output in response to

certain temporal frequencies.

2.3 Behavioral evidence for the correlator model

While the correlator model was originally suggested by experiments on beetles, it

was developed in greater detail for flies through the experiments of Virsik and Rei-

chardt (1976) and the analysis of Poggio and Reichardt (1976). Reichardt and his

colleagues used a torquemeter to measure the navigational flight responses of the

housefly Musca to moving visual stimuli. They found that the rotational torque

response of the fly results from linear summation of one component depending on

image motion and a second component depending on the position of moving ob-

jects within the visual field2 (Reichardt and Poggio, 1976). Through a series of

experiments using periodic gratings as visual stimuli, Reichardt’s group and oth-

ers determined the relationships between the strength of the “motion-dependent
2These two response components were later characterized as the contributions of the large-field

(LF) and small-field (SF) systems, respectively. The LF system allows the fly to stabilize flight
by following the overall apparent motion of its surroundings, while the SF system aids the fly in
following small objects such as potential mates, which may appear anywhere in the visual field
(Hausen and Egelhaaf, 1989).
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response” and the contrast3, velocity, and spatial properties of the moving image

(rev. Buchner, 1984). These results, together with similar measurements of behav-

ioral motion responses involving walking and flying Drosophilia (Buchner, 1984),

strongly support the correlator model. For sinusoidal gratings, torque depends on

spatial frequency as predicted by the model (Figure 2), with an optimum spatial

frequency related to the inter-ommatidial angle ∆φ by fs,opt = 1
4∆φ , and negative

responses for spatial frequencies between 1
2∆φ and 1

∆φ (rev. Buchner, 1984). Tem-

poral frequency tuning curves show an optimum independent of spatial frequency,

as predicted by the correlator model (Figure 2) (rev. Buchner, 1984). The velocity

which elicits the maximum torque response, on the other hand, varies inversely with

the spatial frequency of the grating, as predicted by Equation 3 (rev. Poggio and

Reichardt, 1976). At low pattern contrasts, the torque response varies quadrati-

cally with contrast, in accordance with Equation 1 (rev. Buchner, 1984). Response

levels off as contrast continues to increase, presumably due to neural saturation or

a gain control mechanism.

2.4 Neurophysiological evidence for the correlator model

Electrophysiological recordings from the motion-sensitive cells of the lobula plate

further support the correlator model. In order to interpret these results, one must

understand the basic neuroanatomy of the fly visual system. Each of a fly’s two

compound eyes consists of several thousand facets, or ommatidia, arranged in a

vertically oriented hexagonal lattice as shown in Figure 3. Since photoreceptors

sample luminance along the optical axes of the ommatidia, one might think of the

image available to the fly as an hexagonally pixelated version of the surrounding

visual scene (Hausen and Egelhaaf, 1989).

The ommatidial sampling lattice forms the basis for motion detection. Be-

havioral experiments indicate that stimulation of two individual photoreceptors in

nearby ommatidia suffices to produce a turning response (Kirschfeld, 1972). Riehle

3Since photoreceptors and low-order visual neurons adapt to overall light levels, visual response
to a sinusoidal grating depends on contrast, or relative amplitude, rather than actual luminance
amplitude. For a sinusoidal grating, Michelson contrast is defined as Lmax−Lmin

Lmax+Lmin
, where Lmax and

Lmin are maximum and minimum luminances, respectively.

10



(1)

(1)

(2)

Figure 3: The hexagonal lattice of ommatidia in the fly’s compound eye, with
arrows indicating the spatial relationship of pairs of ommatidia primarily respon-
sible for horizontal motion detection. At high light levels, motion detection results
primarily from interactions between adjacent ommatidia (type 1), with some con-
tribution from horizontal nearest neighbors (type 2) (Hausen and Egelhaaf, 1989;
Buchner, 1984). Longer range interactions become significant at lower light levels
(Schuling et al., 1989). The angle between adjacent ommatidia varies depending
on species and region of the eye, with typical values of 0.6–2◦ (Land and Eckert,
1985).

and Franceschini (1982) confirmed these results in neural recordings from motion-

sensitive neurons. This suggests that the two arms of the correlator in Figure 1

correspond to nearby ommatidia, with ∆φ depending on the inter-ommatidial angle

(see Figure 3).

Photoreceptor axons convey the sampled image to the optic lobe, which con-

sists of successive neural layers. The signals travel through the lamina, then through

the medulla, and finally through the lobula and lobula plate before connecting to ar-

eas of the brain responsible for motor control. Each of these neural layers comprises

an array of retinotopically arranged columns, which interact through arborizations

of interneurons in layers orthogonal to the columns. A direct chain between the

ommatidia and the flight muscles which control navigation might include as few as

six synapses (Hausen and Egelhaaf, 1989).

The lobula plate contains at least 50 identified large motion-sensitive wide-
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field or tangential interneurons. Each responds to motion in a portion of the visual

field corresponding to its dendritic arborization. Each is directionally selective,

responding maximally to motion in its preferred direction (Hausen and Egelhaaf,

1989), although the preferred direction may vary from one part of the receptive

field to another (Krapp and Hengstenberg, 1996). The wide-field cells have proven

particularly amenable to physiological analysis because their structure and physio-

logical characteristics are nearly identical in different animals (Hausen and Egelhaaf,

1989).

Intracellular recordings from the wide-field cells indicate that they sum

the outputs of local Reichardt correlators in their receptive fields (Egelhaaf et al.,

1989). As an example, consider the horizontal system (HS), which typically con-

sists of three horizontal cells termed north (HSN), equatorial (HSE), and south

(HSS) horizontal cells because their dendritic trees cover the dorsal, medial, and

ventral regions of the lobula plate, respectively, with corresponding physiological

receptive fields. Experiments with moving periodic gratings indicate that the HS

cells respond maximally to progressive motion in the horizontal direction and are

maximally inhibited by motion in the opposite direction, with a roughly cosine-like

relationship between angle of motion and response (Hausen and Egelhaaf, 1989;

van Hateren, 1990). As the temporal frequency of the stimulus increases, the re-

sponse of the HS cells rises to a maximum and then declines, following a curve

similar to that predicted by Equation 2 (Hausen and Egelhaaf, 1989). The spatial

frequency tuning also follows the predictions of the correlator model, with a clear

optimum independent of temporal frequency (O’Carroll et al., 1996). Recordings

from the horizontal cell H1, also in the lobula plate, show inverted responses due to

aliasing at the spatial frequencies predicted by Equation 1 (Srinivasan and Dvorak,

1980). Recordings from both HS and H1 indicate a quadratic variation of response

with contrast at low contrasts, although the response saturates at higher contrasts

(Egelhaaf and Borst, 1989; Srinivasan and Dvorak, 1980; de Ruyter van Steveninck

et al., 1994).

Recordings from motion-sensitive neurons provide further evidence for the

correlator model by allowing measurement of quantities which are not behaviorally
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accessible. By stimulating a narrow vertical strip of the receptive field with hor-

izontal motion stimuli, one can measure approximately the outputs of individual

motion detectors (Egelhaaf et al., 1989). Further evidence supporting the correlator

model comes from the transient response of the wide-field neurons to the onset of

motion (Egelhaaf and Borst, 1989) and from the response of the wide-field neurons

to movement stimuli of changing velocity (Egelhaaf and Reichardt, 1987), both of

which agree with theoretical predictions.

The fact that any given portion of the retina lies within the receptive fields

of numerous wide-field neurons, all of which exhibit similar spatiotemporal tuning

characteristics for motion stimuli in their common receptive field, suggests that all

wide-field neurons receive input from a common array of local correlators (Hausen

and Egelhaaf, 1989). While the anatomical identity of these elementary motion

detectors (EMDs) remains controversial, Douglass and Strausfeld (1995) recorded

from a number of small-field retinotopic neurons in the medulla, lobula, and lobula

plate. They found several motion-sensitive cells whose physiological and anatom-

ical characteristics suggest that they serve as components of an array of EMDs.

In particular, Douglass and Strausfeld hypothesize that transmedullar Tm1 cells

perform the multiplication operation, while T5 cells in the lobula provide inputs

to the wide-field neurons. T5 cells show excitatory and inhibitory responses to lo-

cal motion in their preferred and null directions, respectively, indicating that they

summate the outputs of correlator subunits with opposite directional sensitivities.

2.5 Physiological details of the correlator model

Numerous electrophysiological and behavioral studies have refined and elaborated

the Reichardt correlator model. The original formulation by Hassenstein and Rei-

chardt (1956) included a number of linear filters in addition to those shown in Fig-

ure 1. Later work, discussed in the following paragraphs, has suggested additional

components of the system and partially described their physiological characteris-

tics. Figure 4 illustrates a more general correlator model incorporating physiolog-

ical phenomena such as spatial and temporal prefiltering, saturation, and output

integration.
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Figure 4: Block diagram of an elaborated correlator model. T , D, H, and M
represent temporal filters; S is a spatial filter; ρ and ξ are saturation functions
(compressive nonlinearities). The subunit subtraction may be unbalanced, with
weights gpos and gneg. The outputs of the various EMDs undergo two-dimensional
spatial integration (Σ), which may be non-uniform, with weights represented by
wi. This figure omits a number of demonstrated nonlinear and adaptive phenom-
ena. See text for further details.
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The retinal signal, as sampled by the photoreceptors, has already been

blurred spatially due to diffraction effects of the lens optics as well as the proper-

ties of the photoreceptors themselves (Snyder, 1979). The photoreceptors cannot

respond with infinite speed to changes in illumination, so they act as low-pass tem-

poral filters (Laughlin and Weckström, 1993). High-pass filtering, both spatial and

temporal, also occurs early in the neural pathway (Dubs, 1982; van Hateren, 1992;

Laughlin, 1994). These effects are all represented in the model by the linear spatial

filter S and the linear temporal filter T on each input channel. Since linear filtering

is commutative, the order of these filtering operations will not affect the output.

The physiological characteristics and functional significance of these prefilters are

the topics of Section 5.1.

Responses to visual motion, like other neural phenomena, show clear signs

of saturation at multiple points along the neural pathways. Physiological and psy-

chophysical experiments provide clear evidence of powerful saturation before the

multiplication operation (Egelhaaf and Borst, 1989; Allik and Pulver, 1995). Fig-

ure 4 indicates this compressive nonlinearity by the sigmoidal function ρ. Satura-

tion to strong motion stimuli in either direction also occurs within the wide-field

cells (Hausen and Egelhaaf, 1989; Borst and Egelhaaf, 1994; Single et al., 1997),

as represented by ξ in Figure 4. The figure shows only a few of the many points

at which saturation might occur. Section 5.2 discusses the role of saturation in

velocity estimation.

Since any neural connection can transmit only a limited bandwidth and

therefore has at least minimal low-pass characteristics, Figure 4 includes the linear

temporal filter H on the “un-delayed” signal pathways. However, behavioral and

physiological evidence indicates that the time constant of H is sufficiently short

relative to the time constant of D so that to a first approximation H is function-

ally insignificant (Reichardt, 1961; Egelhaaf and Borst, 1989; Altena, 1997). In

my modeling, I omit H, so that the un-delayed signal pathway includes only the

prefilters and saturation mechanisms common to all input pathways.

A great deal of work has focused on the characteristics of the delay filter

D. Behavioral and neural motion responses suggest a second-order low-pass filter
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whose impulse response quickly rises from zero to a peak value and then decays

toward zero (such as d(t) = te−t for t > 0) (Guo and Reichardt, 1987; Egelhaaf and

Reichardt, 1987). Most recent studies approximate the delay filter as a first-order

low-pass filter (d(t) = 1
τ e−t/τ for t > 0), however, because such a model agrees fairly

well with physiological data and because it facilitates analysis as well as estimation

of the constants involved (Egelhaaf and Borst, 1989; Egelhaaf et al., 1989; O’Carroll

et al., 1997; Zeil and Zanker, 1997). As van Santen and Sperling (1985) point out,

the performance of a correlator composed of two opponent subunits does not depend

critically on the exact form of the delay filter. On the other hand, the delay filter

time constant τ determines the temporal frequency tuning of the correlator (see

Section 2.2). Estimates of τ by various methods and in various species of flies

have ranged from four to several hundred milliseconds (Guo and Reichardt, 1987;

Egelhaaf and Reichardt, 1987; O’Carroll et al., 1997; Altena, 1997; Harris et al.,

submitted). Most of the models presented in this paper use a first-order delay

filter D with τ = 35 ms, which matches the temporal frequency tuning observed

experimentally in typical large flies such as Calliphora, Eristalis, and Volucella

(Harris et al., submitted).

Buchner (1976) proved that motion detection requires a nonlinear inter-

action between two spatially separated signals. In principle, this could be any

supra-linear operation; the nonlinearity might, for example, take the form of a

thresholding or rectification operation instead of a multiplication (Buchner, 1984).

Using harmonic analysis of the outputs of wide-field neurons stimulated by sinu-

soidal gratings, Egelhaaf et al. (1989) showed that the essential nonlinearity in the

fly motion detection system is very close to a perfect multiplication. This conclu-

sion gains support in flies from the white-noise analysis of Marmarelis and McCann

(1973) and the physiological study of Kondoh et al. (1995), and in humans from

the psychophysical analysis of Allik and Pulver (1995). Figure 4 therefore depicts

the nonlinearity as a multiplication.

The following stage of the Reichardt model, where the outputs of opponent

subunits are subtracted to create an EMD, has also undergone a good deal of

scrutiny. This subtraction might occur either within neurons specific to each EMD
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(Douglass and Strausfeld, 1995), or at the dendrites of the wide-field neurons (Single

et al., 1997). In any case, the subtraction is not perfectly balanced, as evidenced

by the frequency-doubled component of the response of the wide-field neurons to

a narrow-slit sinusoidal grating (Egelhaaf et al., 1989). In Figure 4, the positive

numbers gpos and gneg indicate the weighting of the outputs of the right- and left-

hand subunits in the subtraction operation. The tangential cells of the lobula plate

depolarize and hyperpolarize by approximately the same amount in response to

motion in opposite directions, indicating that gpos and gneg are nearly equal (Borst

and Egelhaaf, 1994).

Most models of correlator-based motion detection have included some tem-

poral integration of EMD outputs, or spatial summation over the outputs of nearby

EMDs. Such integration in space and time must occur at some point in a biological

visual system to produce coherent reactions to visual stimuli. The early Reichardt

models included infinite temporal averaging (Reichardt, 1961). More recent models,

particularly for human vision (e.g., van Santen and Sperling, 1985), include local

temporal averaging, represented as the temporal filter M in Figure 4. The fact that

the wide-field neurons of the fly respond quickly to changes in image motion sug-

gests that little temporal integration occurs up to that point in the visual system

(Haag and Borst, 1996; Warzecha et al., 1998). On the other hand, the wide-field

neurons spatially summate inputs from EMDs in the receptive field spanned by

their dendritic tree (Hausen and Egelhaaf, 1989). The responses of the wide-field

neurons therefore depend primarily on spatial integration over a two-dimensional

array of EMD inputs. Figure 4 illustrates this summation, which may or may not

be uniform, with the summation indicated by Σ and the individual weights by

wi. Recent work indicates that directional motion sensitivity may vary within the

receptive field, tuning the tangential lobula plate neurons to particular wide-field

motions (Krapp and Hengstenberg, 1996). Section 5.3 focuses on the functional

consequences of output integration.

Figure 4 hides many complexities exhibited by the fly’s motion detection

system. For example, spatial summation of the EMD signals involves significant

nonlinearities (Schuling et al., 1989; Single et al., 1997). In addition, many elements
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of the motion detection system adapt to the incoming signal. For example, photore-

ceptors adapt to the mean light level, shifting their operating range so that they

can signal smaller changes in luminance (Laughlin and Hardie, 1978). Similarly,

exposure to motion leads to decreased motion sensitivity (de Ruyter van Steveninck

et al., 1986). Clifford and Langley (1996) claimed that the delay filter time constant

τ adapts to motion, but this and other proposed mechanisms for motion adaptation

remain controversial (see Harris et al., submitted). Adaptive effects may serve a

functional role in improving correlator output, as discussed in Section 5.4.

2.6 Motion detection versus velocity estimation

Numerous authors have pointed out that the correlator model, while sensitive to

motion, does not measure velocity (Reichardt, 1961; Buchner, 1984; van Santen and

Sperling, 1985; Egelhaaf and Reichardt, 1987; Borst and Egelhaaf, 1989; Srinivasan

et al., 1996). Section 2.2 illustrated that for sinusoidal input, correlator output

depends not only on velocity but on contrast and spatial frequency; even when these

are fixed, output begins to decrease as velocity increases beyond the optimum. For

broad-band patterns, correlator output oscillates heavily and becomes much more

difficult to interpret (see Section 3). Moreover, correlator models are sensitive not

only to velocity but to acceleration and higher order derivatives of velocity (Egelhaaf

and Reichardt, 1987). Spatiotemporal energy models for motion detection, which

are popular in human psychophysics, are mathematically equivalent to Reichardt

correlators4 and therefore suffer from the same problems.

Behavioral experiments on flies and psychophysical experiments on humans

indeed indicate deviations from ideal velocity estimation consistent with the corre-

lator model (Poggio and Reichardt, 1976; Egelhaaf and Reichardt, 1987; van Santen

and Sperling, 1984, 1985). In spite of this, humans and flies, like other organisms,

seem capable of performing tasks which require visual velocity estimation. Be-

havioral experiments indicate that honeybees are capable of velocity estimation

(Srinivasan et al., 1996).

4Every simple Reichardt correlator can be expressed as a spatiotemporal energy model (Adelson
and Bergen, 1985). The spatiotemporal energy model is slightly more general, but most of the
work in this thesis applies equally well to it.
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In view of these apparent contradictions, some investigators have suggested

that humans and insects possess two parallel low-level mechanisms for velocity es-

timation, one based on correlation and the other capable of velocity estimation

(Srinivasan et al., 1991; van Santen and Sperling, 1985). The psychophysical com-

munity often assumes that velocity is measured using ratios of outputs of correlators

with different spatial and temporal tuning (Allik and Pulver, 1995; Adelson and

Bergen, 1985; Jasinschi, 1992). While this might overcome certain shortcomings

of the correlator model, such as contrast sensitivity, little clear experimental evi-

dence supports such a mechanism in insects or vertebrates. In insects, moreover,

behavioral responses such as the optomotor response reflect the shortcomings of

the correlator model in estimating velocities of sinusoidal gratings.

In this study, I examine the ability of physiologically-based correlator mod-

els to perform velocity estimation in the real world. I show that the characteristic

statistics of natural images play an important role in associating correlator response

with motion velocity. My results suggest that additional physiological components

of the correlator model, such as band-pass prefiltering, contrast saturation, output

integration, and adaptation, may further improve the accuracy of the correlator as

a velocity estimator.
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Figure 5: Time response of simple correlator of Figure 1 to horizontal motion
of two images. (A) Response to a horizontal sinusoidal grating of 100% contrast
with spatial frequency fs = 0.232 cycles/◦ and velocity 19.6◦/s, corresponding to
the optimal spatial and temporal frequency for this correlator. (B) Response to a
“natural image” acquired in the habitat of the hoverfly Episyrphus in the woods
near Cambridge, also moving at 19.6◦/s. The correlator in this simulation had a
time constant τ = 35 ms and inter-receptor angle 1.08◦. Units on the vertical axes
are arbitrary. See Section 4.1 and Appendix B for details of computer simulation.

3 Criteria for accurate velocity estimation

Figure 5 shows the time course of the response of the simple correlator of Figure 1

to constant velocity motion of two images, one a sinusoidal grating and the other

a “natural” image based on a photograph of a woodland scene (see Section 4). In

both cases, the response oscillates heavily. While the mean response in each case is

positive, correctly indicating motion to the right, the response at a given instant is

often negative. Clearly, such an estimate of velocity leaves something to be desired.

In order to compare the performance of various velocity estimation systems,

one must first establish a quantitative measure of accuracy. In a biological visual

system, this is complicated by the fact that various biological tasks require different

information on motion in the visual field. Some, such as roll or yaw compensation
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for flight stabilization, require only estimates of overall visual motion. Chasing

a conspecific requires the ability to track a small moving object. Distinguishing

objects or judging distance on the basis of relative motion cues requires the ability

to estimate local velocities at points throughout the visual field (optic flow).

Some motion detection systems provide a good estimate of global velocity

with poor spatial resolution, while others provide better estimates of the local optic

flow field. Some systems perform well within a certain range of velocities and poorly

outside it. O’Carroll et al. (1996) showed that insect motion detection systems are

tuned to the characteristic flight speeds of different species. Performance of a

motion detection system might depend on the contents of the visual scene, so that

a particular system might perform best in certain natural environments.

Moreover, one can evaluate the performance of a biological motion detection

system only if one knows how the remainder of the nervous system will interpret

the output. Two equally accurate and reliable systems may code velocity estimates

differently. Some wide-field neurons encode their output in a spike train while

others output a graded membrane potential (Hausen and Egelhaaf, 1989). Some will

depolarize and others hyperpolarize in response to the same motion stimulus. One

expects a monotonic correspondence between the output of a velocity estimation

system and the velocity it measures, but this correspondence need not be linear5.

In view of this range of possible criteria, I did not attempt to measure the

performance of a motion detection system as a single number. Rather, I quantified

the two basic requirements for an accurate velocity estimation system:

• Image motion at a specific velocity should always produce the same response

• The response to motion at a given velocity should be unambiguous; that is,

it should differ significantly from the response to motion at other velocities.

One can evaluate system performance for image motion of constant velocity by

examining two functions. The “velocity response curve” shows the “expected”
5Rieke et al. (1997) and Haag and Borst (1997) assume that the output of the wide-field neurons

should correspond to a linear temporal transformation of the velocity profile of the image. Any
putative linear transformation may be ignored in this thesis because I only consider responses to
constant velocity motion. For these conditions, my criteria are more general, because they do not
require a linear dependence of response level on velocity.
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system response as a function of image velocity, while the “error curve” shows the

typical difference between the actual and expected output of the system, again as

a function of velocity. In order to satisfy the first requirement, the error curve

should remain small. The second requirement implies that the velocity response

curve should be monotonic with a non-zero slope in the relevant range of motion

velocities.

For a particular set of images moving at a fixed velocity, I define the “ex-

pected” response to be the mean response value R. As an error measure I typically

use the relative error (Erel), defined by Erel = Eabs/R, where the absolute error

(Eabs) is defined as the root mean squared difference between actual and expected

response. For a simple correlator such as that shown in Figure 1, Eabs depends on

input luminance, whereas Erel is invariant to scaling of overall image luminance. R

and Erel depend on image characteristics, and should be calculated for a specified

class of moving images. Biologically, the relevant class of visual stimuli is that

which an organism may encounter in its natural environment. Similarly, the rele-

vant range of velocities is that which an organism encounters in its natural habitat,

due to its own motion and that of other objects.
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4 Response of correlator to natural images

4.1 Simulation of correlator output

The simple correlator model (Figure 1) estimates velocity locally. Given a large

image moving at constant velocity, one can compute a mean response R for the

model by averaging the responses of correlators at all points in sampled space and

sampled time. One can find the relative error Erel for the same set of responses by

dividing their standard deviation by the mean. I wrote Matlab programs to simulate

the response of an array of correlators to arbitrary moving images. Appendix B

describes implementation details for this and other simulations.

Figure 6 shows the velocity response and error curves produced in this

manner for a sinusoidal grating of 100% contrast and optimal spatial frequency, for

a simple correlator where ∆φ = 1.08◦ and the delay filter is first-order with time

constant τ = 35 ms. As velocity increases, the mean response of the correlator rises

from zero to a maximum at vopt = 19.6◦/s, and then falls off towards zero. The

relative error begins at a constant value slightly above 1.0 but rises toward infinity

at high velocities. This reflects temporal oscillations in the correlator output such

as those shown in Figure 5A.

For an image as simple as a sinusoidal grating, one can derive these response

curves analytically. The sinusoidal grating used here is identical to that considered

in Section 2.2, except that it has a positive mean luminance. As a function of

spatial location x, the input is a sinusoid of the form C cos(2πfsx) + K, moving at

velocity v. For a sinusoid of 100% contrast, K = C. Temporal frequency is given

by ft = fsv. Correlator output is identical to that of Equation 2 except for the

addition of an oscillatory term whose temporal frequency matches that of the input

(see Appendix A.2 for derivation):

R(t) =
C2

2πτ

ft

f2
t + 1/(2πτ)2

sin(2πfs∆φ) +

2CK sin(πfs∆φ)
1√

1 + 1/(2πτft)2
sin(2πftt− ψ(ft)), (4)

where ψ(ft) specifies a phase shift. To compute the velocity response curve, we

integrate the response at each velocity over space and time. Since the second term
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Figure 6: Performance of the simple correlator model in response to a horizontal
sinusoidal grating. (A) Velocity response curve, showing mean response, computed
by averaging the steady-state output of a dense array of correlators over time
and space at each velocity. (B) Relative error curve, showing the ratio between
standard deviation and mean of the response at each velocity. Note the logarithmic
velocity axes on both plots. The correlators in this simulation had ∆φ = 1.08◦ and
first-order delay filters with time constant τ = 35 ms. The sinusoidal grating had a
spatial frequency of 0.232 cycles/◦ (optimal for this correlator) and 100% contrast
(meaning that the minimum luminance was zero, while the maximum luminance
was twice the mean luminance). For computational details, see Appendix B.

has zero mean, only the first term will contribute to the velocity response curve.

Substituting ft = fsv, we can write the velocity response as

R =
C2

2πτ

fsv

(fsv)2 + 1/(2πτ)2
sin(2πfs∆φ). (5)

The root mean squared difference between the response and the mean is

Eabs =
√

2CK sin(πfs∆φ)
1√

1 + 1/(2πτfsv)2
. (6)

The relative error (Erel) shown in Figure 6B is the ratio of Eabs to R. At low

velocities, this ratio approaches a constant as both quantities approach zero. At
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high velocities, Erel approaches infinity because Eabs approaches a constant while

R approaches zero.

For the sinusoidal grating used in this simulation, mean correlator response

provides an unambiguous estimate of velocity for velocities below 19.6◦/s. The

response of any one correlator oscillates, but the oscillations are regular and could

be all but eliminated by even limited spatial or temporal integration or filtering.

The most serious problem in using such a correlator for velocity estimation is that

the shape of the velocity response curve depends on the input image. The curve

will shift to the left as spatial frequency increases, with the optimal velocity scaling

inversely with spatial frequency (Equation 1). The entire curve will scale down in

magnitude as the contrast of the sinusoidal grating decreases (Equation 3).

4.2 Simulation with natural images

One can perform similar simulations with natural images, although the results are

much more difficult to predict analytically. In view of the fact that the character-

istics of “natural” images depend on the organism in question and its behavior, I

worked with two sets of photographically acquired images. The first set consisted

of panoramic images collected by Miranda Aiken in the habitat of the hoverfly

Episyrphus balteatus in the woods near Cambridge. Episyrphus spends much of its

time hovering in specific stationary positions; Aiken used a video camera with a

linear CCD element to acquire images in different horizontal directions from several

such locations. Aiken and David O’Carroll digitized these images, calibrated them

to real luminance units, and combined them into panoramic images spanning a full

circle horizontally and approximately 23◦ vertically. One spatial degree corresponds

to 4.64 pixels. Two examples appear in Figure 7.

The second set of images consisted of photographs acquired by David Tol-

hurst using a still camera and then digitized and corrected for luminance nonlinear-

ities in the film. Tolhurst intentionally collected a wider range of images, including

both scenes which might be considered “natural” for most animals, such as trees

and landscapes, and scenes more typical of a human environment, such as peo-

ple, buildings, or a computer. The image set also includes photographs taken at
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Figure 7: Examples of the natural images used in simulations throughout this
work. Images (a) and (b) are panoramic images representing the visual scenes in
location where the hoverfly Episyrphus chooses to hover. They were collected in
the woods near Cambridge by Miranda Aiken. Images (c) and (d) are samples of
the image set acquired by David Tolhurst, which includes a much wider array of
natural and artificial objects and landscapes. Velocity response and error curves
for these four images appear in Figures 8 and 9. I pasted multiple copies of each
of Tolhurst’s images together horizontally for the simulations; see Appendix B for
details.

various distances from the objects of interest and under various conditions of illu-

mination. Each image measures 256 pixels both horizontally and vertically, with

approximately 10 pixels to one degree. Figure 7 includes two sample images from

this set.

The images in both sets contained only luminance (gray level) information.

While flies, like humans, possess photoreceptors with various spectral sensitivities,

the motion detection pathway appears to be dominated by the R1–6 photoreceptors

of each ommatidium, which all have a common broad-band spectral sensitivity with

peaks in the green and ultraviolet regions (Franceschini et al., 1989; Coombe et al.,
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Figure 8: Response of the simple correlator model to the the natural images shown
in Figure 7 (a, b, c, and d). I computed the velocity response curves (A) and
relative error curves (B) for constant motion at different velocities as in Figure 6.
Each image was scaled to a mean luminance of 1.0 before the simulation. Note
the large difference in magnitude of the velocity response curves in (A).

1989). Ideally, “natural” images for the fly should be photographed through a filter

matching the spectral sensitivity of the camera to that of the fly. Both Aiken and

Tolhurst used cameras with rather arbitrary spectral sensitivities. While the con-

trast of natural scenes varies significantly in different parts of the electromagnetic

spectrum (Wilson, 1978), the distribution of spatial frequencies varies little with

electromagnetic spectral sensitivity (Burton and Moorhead, 1987; Páragga et al.,

1998). Different spectral sensitivities will therefore lead primarily to overall ampli-

tude scaling of the velocity response curves, as discussed in the following section.

I simulated the steady-state response of an array of simple correlators to a

number of images from these two sets, four of which appear in Figure 7. Velocity

response and error curves for these four images appear in Figure 8. Figure 5B shows

the time response of a single correlator to image (a).
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Figure 9: The velocity response curves of Figure 8A, normalized to so that their
maximum values are identical. Note the similarities in the peak response velocities,
which range from 35–40◦/s, and in the shape of the early part of the curve.

Before performing these simulations, I normalized each image by scaling

the luminance values to a mean of 1.0. Such normalization was necessary for Tol-

hurst’s images because the luminance units were arbitrary, and different for each

image. This transformation is also physiologically realistic, because photoreceptors

adapt to mean luminance level and signal the contrast of changes about that level

(Laughlin, 1994) (see Section 5.1). In the absence of such normalization, the veloc-

ity response curve for each image would be scaled at all velocities by the square of

the mean luminance (Equation 1); the relative error curve would remain unaffected.

In spite of this luminance normalization, the most notable difference be-

tween the velocity response curves of Figure 8A is their relative magnitude. When

the curves are themselves normalized by scaling so that their peak values are equal

(Figure 9), they share not only their bell shape, but also nearly identical optimal

velocities. I repeated these simulations on most of the images in both sets, and

found in nearly all cases that while velocity response curves for different images

differ significantly in absolute magnitude, their shapes and optimal velocities vary

little.

Section 4.3 discusses reasons for the differences in absolute magnitude and

the similarity in shape of the velocity response curves. The empirical similarity,

however, is important in its own right. If the motion detection system could nor-

malize or adapt its response to remove the difference in magnitude between these
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curves, then the spatially or temporally averaged mean correlator response would

provide useful information on image velocity relatively independent of the visual

scene. One cannot infer velocity from the mean response of a correlator to a si-

nusoidal grating, on the other hand, if one does not know the spatial frequency in

advance.

The velocity response curves for natural images are slightly broader than

those for sinusoids — that is, they rise and fall more gradually. This reflects the

wider spatial frequency spectra of natural images, as analyzed in the following

section. The optimal velocities for the natural images, ranging from 35 to 40◦/s,

are also higher than the optimal velocity of 19.6◦/s for a sinusoidal grating of

optimal spatial frequency. The correlator provides most useful velocity information

as long as image velocities remain below the peak, since this avoids ambiguity in

the mean response. The fact that response curves for natural images are wider and

peak at higher velocities allows the correlator to code a larger range of velocities

unambiguously. Such a correlator would be of limited use, however, in detecting

velocities above 40◦/s, since its response begins to drop at these velocities.

4.3 Mathematical analysis of mean response to broad-band images

Natural images differ from sinusoidal gratings in that they possess energy at mul-

tiple nonzero spatial frequencies, so that they produce broad-band correlator input

signals. As an image moves horizontally across a horizontally-oriented correlator,

one row of the image moves across the two correlator inputs. One might think of

this row as a sum of sinusoids representing its Fourier components. Because of the

nonlinearity of the multiplication operation, the correlator output in response to

the moving image will differ from the sum of the responses to the individual sinu-

soidal components. In particular, the response to a sum of two sinusoids of different

frequencies f1 and f2 consists of the sum of the constant responses predicted by

Equation 1 to each sinusoid individually, plus oscillatory components of frequencies

f1+f2 and |f1−f2|, respectively (see derivation in Appendix A.2). Sufficient spatial

or temporal averaging of the correlator output will eliminate these oscillatory com-

ponents. The correlator therefore exhibits pseudolinearity or linearity in the mean
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(Poggio and Reichardt, 1976), in that the mean output in response to a broad-band

image is equal to the sum of the responses to each sinusoidal input component.

This pseudolinearity property implies that the mean response of a simple

Reichardt correlator to a single row of an image depends only on the power spectrum

of that row. In fact, using Equation 2 for correlator response to a sinusoid and the

fact that ft = fsv, we can write the mean correlator output as

R =
1

2πτ

∫ ∞

0
P (fs)

fsv

(fsv)2 + 1/(2πτ)2
sin(2πfs∆φ)dfs, (7)

where P (fs) represents the power spectral density of one row of the image at spatial

frequency fs. Each velocity response curve shown in Figure 8 is an average of

the mean outputs of correlators exposed to different horizontal image rows with

potentially different power spectra P (fs).

If P (fs) were completely arbitrary, Equation 7 would provide little infor-

mation about the expected shape of the velocity response curve. A large body of

research suggests, however, that power spectra of natural images are highly pre-

dictable. According to a number of recent studies involving a wide range of images,

the two-dimensional power spectra of natural images are generally proportional to
1

f2+η , where f is the modulus of the two-dimensional spatial frequency and η is

a small constant (Burton and Moorhead, 1987; Field, 1987; Tolhurst et al., 1992;

Ruderman, 1994). Like most statistical properties of natural images, power spectra

of this form are scale-invariant6 (Ruderman, 1994, 1997). That is, images viewed

at different angular scales (through lenses of different focal lengths) have similar

statistics.

At a given motion velocity, the power spectrum of one row of the im-

age determines the mean output of the corresponding correlators. If an image

has an isotropic two-dimensional power spectrum proportional to 1
f2+η , the one-

dimensional power spectrum of any straight-line section through the image is pro-

portional to 1
f1+η (van Hateren, 1997) (derived in Appendix A.3).

Several studies have found that the value of η giving a best fit to the actual
6Strictly speaking, certain image statistics, including power spectra, are self-affine rather than

invariant; that is, they scale by a constant when the image scale changes. Two-dimensional power
spectra are only truly self-scaling when they have the form f−2 (that is, η = 0).
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power spectrum varies from image to image, particularly for images from different

natural environments (Tolhurst et al., 1992; Ruderman, 1994; van der Schaaf and

van Hateren, 1996). Moreover, natural image spectra are not isotropic, as evidenced

by a predominance of power in horizontal and especially vertical orientations (Rud-

erman, 1994; van der Schaaf and van Hateren, 1996). However, van der Schaaf and

van Hateren (1996) found that both nonoriented and oriented image power spectra

generally fit curves proportional to 1
f2+η and that deviations in the value of η are

insignificant from an information theoretic point of view. In other words, a spec-

tral model which takes into account variations in total contrast between images

and between orientations, but which always assumes power spectra proportional

to f−2, encodes most of the information about the power spectra. Indeed, van

Hateren (1997) recorded time sequences of realistic putative photoreceptor inputs

and found that their power spectra were proportional to f−1
t , as would be predicted

from two-dimensional image power spectra proportional to f−2.

Figure 10 shows horizontal power spectral densities for the images of Fig-

ure 7. Each of these spectra is an average of the power spectral densities of the

rows comprising the image. I normalized the luminance of each image to 1.0 before

computing the spectra, as I did before computing the velocity response curves (see

caption for further computational details). The spectra of Figure 10 are therefore

estimates of the power spectra P (fs) of Equation 7.

On log-log axes, the spectra (Figure 10) approximate straight lines with

slopes close to −2, although the spectrum of image (d) has noticeable curvature.

The power spectra for images (a) and (b) roll off above 1.2 cycles/◦, but these

spatial frequencies are not significant in fly vision (see figure caption for details).

The most significant difference between the various spectra is in absolute magni-

tude, corresponding to differences in total contrast between images. Differences in

overall contrast between images have also been noted by Tolhurst et al. (1997) and

by van der Schaaf and van Hateren (1996). The relative magnitudes of the spec-

tra correspond closely to the relative magnitudes of the velocity response curves

of Figure 8, as predicted by Equation 7. As would be expected from differences

in overall contrast, the velocity response curve of image (b) is significantly greater
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Figure 10: Horizontal power spectral densities of the images in Figure 7 (a, b,
c, and d). Each spectrum is an average of power spectral densities of the rows
comprising the image. To reduce edge effects, I used a row-wise Kaiser window
with β = 5. Before windowing and computing Fourier transforms, I normalized
image luminance by subtracting the windowed image mean and then dividing by
the windowed mean. Integrating the power spectral density curve for any image
therefore gives the mean square contrast for that image. See Appendix B for addi-
tional details of power spectral computation for images (c) and (d). Images (c) and
(d) have higher maximum and nonzero minimum frequencies because Tolhurst’s
images are more finely sampled and span a smaller portion of the horizontal visual
field than Aiken’s. In the digitization process, O’Carroll and Aiken down-sampled
the images by integrated luminance signals over a spatial area corresponding to
the size of the pixel. They also rotated the images slightly using bilinear interpo-
lation. Both of these operations contribute to the roll off in power at frequencies
above 1.2 cycles/◦ in images (a) and (b). Fortunately, the sampling lattice of the
fly’s photoreceptors has a Nyquist frequency around 0.5 cycles/◦ (corresponding
to an inter-ommatidial angle of 1◦), and optical blur effects in the fly’s eye reject
almost all spatial frequency content above 1 cycle/◦ (see Section 5.1).
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in amplitude than that of (a), while that of (a) is significantly greater than that

of (c). While the velocity response curve for image (d) is similar to the others in

shape and optimal velocity, it has the largest overall amplitude, even though the

image contrast is larger than that of (b) only in a small frequency range near 0.1

cycles/◦. This primarily reflects the fact that some spatial frequencies contribute

more than others to the correlator response. In addition, discrepancies between

the simulated velocity response curve and that predicted from the mean horizontal

power spectrum may arise when different rows of the image have significantly dif-

ferent power spectra, because in such a case the mean of the correlator response to

all rows differs from the response to a row whose power spectrum is the mean of

all the row spectra.

Figure 11 shows velocity response curves predicted from hypothetical row

power spectra P (fs) = f−1
s , f−1.25

s , and f−0.75
s , corresponding to η = 0, 0.25, and

−0.25, respectively. All three curves are normalized to a common maximum re-

sponse; they are shown together with the previously computed velocity response

curves for natural images. The theoretical curves match each other and the sim-

ulated curves closely below the peak response value; in this velocity range, the

velocity response is not highly sensitive to the exact value of the exponent in the

power spectrum. At higher velocities, the theoretical curves explain the variation

in correlator response above the velocity optimum for different natural images.

In short, the similarities in natural image power spectra lead to predictable

peak response velocities and to similarities in the shapes of the velocity response

curves for different natural images. The primary difference between the curves,

their overall amplitude, results from contrast differences between images. In or-

der to use mean correlator response as a reliable indicator of velocity, the visual

system needs to compensate for these contrast variations. One possibility is that

contrast saturation early in the motion detection pathway eliminates significant

differences in contrast (see Section 5.2). Alternatively, some form of adaptation in

the visual system may work to remove contrast differences between images. For ex-

ample, Osorio (1991) observed adaptive responses to contrast in the locust medulla.

Ruderman (1994) suggested a method called “contrast normalization” to achieve
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Figure 11: Velocity response curves computed theoretically using Equation 7,
and assuming row power spectra P (fs) of the form 1

f1+η
s

for several values of η.
Simulated velocity response curves from Figure 9 are shown in thin dotted lines
for comparison. The vertical axis represents mean response of a simple correlator;
all curves have been normalized to a maximum value of 1.0. The predicted peak
response velocities are 32, 35, and 40◦/s for η = −0.25, 0, and 0.25, respectively.

Gaussian image statistics, which are optimal for transmission through channels

with signal variance constraints. This method involves scaling each region by its

local contrast. Such a process could also serve to overcome significant differences

in velocity response due to differences in contrast. Contrast normalization (Heeger,

1992) and contrast gain control (Lu and Sperling, 1996) have been observed in

vertebrates through neural recordings and psychophysical experiments.

In Section 7, I present experimentally derived velocity response curves for

responses of wide-field neurons to random gratings with various image statistics.

The experimental results confirm the relationships between the power spectrum

and the velocity response curve predicted in this section. They also show that the

response of wide-field neurons reflects image velocity consistently even as image
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contrast changes.

4.4 Relative error of response

The most important feature of the relative error curves in Figure 8B is their size.

Relative error values for the four images range from 3.3 for image (d) moving at

26◦/s to 76.3 for image (c) moving at 1◦/s. Even the lowest value implies that the

output signal has a standard deviation more than three times greater than the mean

response, which is an unacceptably large error for a practical velocity estimation

system. Several of the additional physiological correlator features examined in

Section 5 may serve to reduce the relative error of velocity estimation in the real

correlator output.

I attempted to derive an analog of Equation 7 for predicting the error curve

of an image from its power spectrum. While I developed a method for computing

the error from the Fourier spectrum of the input signal (described in Appendix A.2),

the method depends on the phase as well as the magnitude of the various frequency

components. Moreover, the formulae are too complicated to offer much intuitive

insight on the effect of various signal processing strategies on the total error. I have

therefore settled for finding natural image error curves by simulation.

Another notable feature of Figure 8B is the difference in overall magnitude

between the relative error curves of different images. Erel tends to be smaller for

images with larger values of R, although both Erel and R are larger for image (b)

than for image (a). In other words, while Erel is invariant to changes in luminance

scaling of an image (see Section 3), it generally decreases as image contrast increases.

Eabs tends to increase with increasing contrast, but not as much as R increases.

Velocity estimation based on simple Reichardt correlators is therefore generally

more reliable in high contrast environments, even assuming an absence of random

noise (see Section 6.2). Indeed, recent research suggests that hoverflies tend to

choose hovering locations which offer visual scenes of particularly high contrast

(Aiken and O’Carroll, unpublished data).

The curves of Figure 8B differ significantly from the error curve for a si-

nusoidal grating (Figure 6B), where relative error increases monotonically with
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velocity. For natural images, relative error decreases to a minimum value near the

peak response velocity, and then begins to increase. The elevated error values at

low velocities reflect the presence of high spatial frequency components in natural

images, which lead to temporal variations in correlator output. The relative error

curves for natural images rise less steeply at high velocities than the corresponding

curves for sinusoidal gratings because mean correlator response to natural images

falls off less quickly at high velocities than does mean response to a sinusoidal

grating.
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5 Functional role of additional system components

While the simple correlator model of Figure 1 produces more meaningful estimates

of velocity for natural images than for arbitrary sinusoids, it is far from an ideal

velocity estimator. The mean correlator output for most natural images falls as

velocity increases above 35–40◦/s, leading to an ambiguity in the estimated velocity.

Insects may turn and track targets at velocities up to hundreds of degrees per second

(Land and Collett, 1974). Moreover, the relative error of the simple correlator

output for natural images is huge, indicating a standard deviation many times

greater than the mean signal.

Biological correlator systems include a number of components excluded from

the preceding simulations (see Section 2.5). In this section, I test the potential func-

tional significance of these mechanisms in improving the accuracy of the correlator

in motion estimation. In particular, I illustrate the ability of additional system

components to raise the peak response velocity and lower the relative error of the

correlator output.

5.1 Spatial and temporal prefiltering

In the elaborated correlator model of Figure 4, luminance input signals pass first

through a linear spatial filter S and a linear temporal filter T . These two filters

together can represent any separable spatiotemporal filter of the input signal. James

(1990) found that some spatiotemporal input filters in the fly visual system are not

perfectly separable, but I have adopted the assumption of separability as a good

first approximation which simplifies analysis and reduces computation.

One can generalize the analysis of Section 4.3 to include linear prefilters.

In particular, given the power spectrum of an image, one can predict analytically

the velocity response curve for a simple correlator model with arbitrary spatial

and temporal prefilters. In the absence of prefilters, the temporal input signals

to the correlator are simply rows of the image. Prefilters modify these correlator

input signals. For motion of a given constant velocity, one might consider an

equivalent model in which the prefilters simply modify the original image before
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it passes over the correlator. One can then determine the effects of prefilters on

the velocity response curves by determining how they change the mean horizontal

power spectrum P (fs) for the image. This analysis is precise when applied to

individual rows of an image. In such a case, any discrepancy between analytical

predictions and simulation results is due to simulation error or to deviations between

the assumed and actual power spectra. When applied to the entire image, the

analysis is approximate in that the mean of the correlator response to all rows of

an image may differ from the response to one row whose power spectrum is the mean

of the individual row power spectra. As in Section 4.3, however, this assumption

causes only very minor discrepancies between theoretically predicted and simulated

responses.

The effect of a temporal prefilter on P (fs) depends on image velocity. A

linear filter with frequency response T (ft) produces an output whose power spec-

trum can be computed by multiplying the input power spectrum by T 2(ft), where

ft = fsv. Equivalently, at velocity v, the temporal filter converts the horizontal

mean power spectrum of an image from P (fs) to T 2(fsv)P (fs).

The effect of a spatial prefilter on the mean horizontal power spectrum of

the image does not depend on velocity, but is somewhat more difficult to compute

because the filter is two-dimensional. Appendix A.3 describes a method to compute

the mean horizontal power spectrum of the spatially filtered image, which I term

S2(fs)P (fs), from the two-dimensional power spectrum of the original image; S(fs)

represents the frequency response of a one-dimensional filtering operation with the

same effect on the horizontal power spectrum.

The mean horizontal power spectrum of the prefiltered image in the presence

of both spatial and temporal prefilters is therefore T 2(fsv)S2(fs)P (fs). According

to equation Equation 7, the velocity response curve is given by

R(v) =
1

2πτ

∫ ∞

0

[
S2(fs)P (fs) sin(2πfs∆φ)

] [
T 2(fsv)

fsv

(fsv)2 + 1/(2πτ)2

]
dfs. (8)

I have rearranged the terms in the above formula to highlight the fact that the inte-

grand is a product of terms each of which depends either only on spatial frequency

fs or only on temporal frequency ft = fsv. I used this observation to develop a
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graphical method which allows one to intuitively predict the effects on the veloc-

ity response curve of spatial and temporal prefiltering as well as changes to the

inter-receptor angle, the delay filter, and the image statistics.

To simplify the application of this method, I first convert the spatial fre-

quency axis from a linear scale to a logarithmic scale by making the transformation

f̂s = log10 fs. For an arbitrary function g(x), the substitution y = log10 x gives

∫ ∞

0
g(x)dx = loge(10)

∫ ∞

−∞
g(ey)eydy = loge(10)

∫ ∞

−∞
xg(x)d(log10 x). (9)

We can therefore rewrite Equation 8 as

R(v) =
loge(10)

2πτ

∫ ∞

−∞

[
fsS

2(fs)P (fs) sin(2πfs∆φ)
]

[
T 2(fsv)

fsv

(fsv)2 + 1/(2πτ)2

]
d(log10 fs). (10)

Separating the integrand into terms dependent on spatial frequency fs and terms

dependent on temporal frequency fsv, we can rewrite this equation as

R(v) = k

∫ ∞

−∞
F (fs)W (fsv)d(log10 fs), (11)

where

F (fs) = fsS
2(fs)P (fs) sin(2πfs∆φ), (12)

W (fsv) =
1
τ
T 2(fsv)

fsv

(fsv)2 + 1/(2πτ)2
, (13)

and k = loge(10)
2π is constant.

Figure 12 shows F (fs) and W (fsv) as functions of spatial frequency on a

logarithmic frequency axis. W (fsv) clearly depends on velocity v; as v increases,

W (fsv) shifts rigidly to the left on the logarithmic axis, at the same rate with which

v moves to the right on a logarithmic velocity axis. At a given velocity v, one can

find mean correlator response R(v) by multiplying the two functions F and W and

integrating the product over the entire real axis. For the purposes of integration,

one treats the logarithmic axis as a normal linear axis, pretending that the axis is

labeled in values of log fs rather than fs. In other words, one simply finds the total

area under the curve FW .
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Figure 12: Graphical method for predicting velocity response curves. At any given
velocity, one finds the mean correlator response by integrating the product of two
functions. One of these functions, F (fs), depends only on spatial frequency and
does not vary with velocity. The other function, W (fsv), depends on temporal fre-
quency, and therefore shifts rigidly to the left on the logarithmic spatial frequency
axis as velocity increases. The figure shows the latter function at three different
velocities. In this example, ∆φ = 1.08◦, P (fs) = 1

f1+η
s

with η = 0.1, the delay
filter is first-order with τ = 35 ms, and there is no spatial or temporal prefilter-
ing. Changing the inter-receptor angle, image statistics, or spatial prefiltering will
alter the spatial-frequency-dependent function (F ); changing the delay filter or
temporal prefiltering will alter the temporal-frequency-dependent function (W ).
For the particular case illustrated in the figure, the peak response velocity will be
close to 40◦/s, since at this velocity the positive region of W overlaps the large
positive parts of F without overlapping the large negative parts much (the exact
peak velocity is about 37◦/s). The vertical axis is arbitrary; I chose a scale for W
and F separately to display them on the same axes.
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The graphical representation allows one to intuitively predict the effects

of various correlator components and parameters on the velocity response curve.

F (fs) depends on the horizontal image power spectrum P (fs), the spatial prefilter-

ing S(fs), and the inter-receptor angle ∆φ. W (fsv) depends on the temporal pre-

filtering T (fsv) and the temporal frequency tuning due to the delay filter7. While

the mathematical justification for this graphical method may be difficult to under-

stand, the method itself is easy to apply. A few simple examples are discussed in

the following paragraphs before I use the method to analyze the effects of spatial

and temporal prefilters.

For images with P (fs) = 1
fs

, F (fs) simplifies to F (fs) = sin(2πfs∆φ) in

the absence of spatial prefiltering. Increasing ∆φ will shift F (fs) for such an image

rigidly to the left, so the velocity response curve will shift rigidly to the right, with

the peak response velocity increasing. Peak velocity response still increases with

∆φ for images whose horizontal power spectra deviate from 1
fs

or for correlators

with spatial prefiltering, but the velocity response curve changes shape instead of

translating rigidly.

Increasing the value of η for an image with horizontal power spectrum 1
f1+η

s

tends to increase the peak response velocity by shifting image power to lower spatial

frequencies. The effect is small, however, for η near zero, because the large positive

region of F (fs) will remain near the same position (see Figure 12). This explains the

insensitivity of the velocity response curves to changes in η, observed in Figure 11.

For a correlator with a first-order delay filter in the absence of temporal

prefiltering, increasing τ shifts W (fsv) rigidly to the left on the logarithmic spatial

frequency axis8. This will not only lower the peak response velocity, but also shift

the velocity response curve rigidly to the left.

Figure 13 illustrates the effect of adding a low-pass spatial prefilter to the

simple correlator model. I used a circularly symmetric Gaussian filter with half-

7For a first order delay filter, the temporal frequency tuning term is given by 1
τ

ft

(ft)2+1/(2πτ)2
,

as in Equation 8. For a general linear delay filter, temporal frequency tuning is given by
A(ft) sin[Θ(ft)], with A and Θ defined as in Equation 1. Note that all the analysis presented
in this section, as well as in Section 4.3, applies for any linear delay filter, as long as one uses the
appropriate temporal frequency tuning function.

8Because W (ft) = 1
pτ

ft

(ft)2+1/(2πpτ)2
= 1

τ
pft

(pft)2+1/(2πτ)2
for any factor p.
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Figure 13: Effect of low-pass spatial prefiltering due to optical blurring. The
spatial prefilter has a Gaussian impulse response with half-width 1.48◦. (A) Il-
lustration of the graphical analysis method. Adding the prefilter multiplies the
spatial-frequency-dependent function F by S2, shifting its major peak to the left
and eliminating the oscillations. The peak response velocity rises because now W
must move further to the left to maximize the integral of WF . (B) Simulated
velocity response curves using the natural image from Figure 7b, with and with-
out prefiltering, compared to curves predicted analytically using Equation 8 and
assuming a mean horizontal power spectrum P (fs) = f−1.1

s for the original image.
I computed the predicted and simulated curves using different units for response
values and normalized each pair to the same maximum value. (C) Relative error
curves with and without the effects of optic blurring.
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width 1.48◦, which approximates the acceptance function of typical fly photorecep-

tors9 (Hardie, 1985). The Gaussian prefilter modifies the mean horizontal power

spectrum of the image from P (fs) to S2P (fs); I derive S2 in Appendix A.3. Fig-

ure 13A illustrates the graphical analysis method, assuming an image with two-

dimensional power spectrum 1
f2+η where η = 0.1. In addition to the S2 term, I

have shown F before and after multiplication by S2. The spatial prefilter shifts the

largest peak of F to the left. The integral of FW therefore reaches a maximum

when W also shifts to the left, so addition of the low-pass spatial prefilter increases

the peak response velocity.

Figures 13B and C show simulated velocity response and relative error

curves for the natural image of Figure 7b, in the presence and absence of a low-pass

spatial prefilter. To avoid cluttering the diagrams, I illustrate these curves for a

single natural image. I have verified my simulation results on other natural images

from the two sets described in Section 4.2.

Figure 13B also shows the analytical predictions of Equation 8 for the ve-

locity response curves in the presence and absence of the Gaussian spatial prefilter,

assuming a horizontal image power spectrum P (fs) = f−1.1
s . The Gaussian prefilter

reduces the amplitude of the velocity response curves because it reduces the energy

present in the image at non-zero spatial frequencies. In agreement with the analyti-

cal prediction (Figure 13B), the filter also increases the peak response velocity from

37◦/s to 60◦/s. Low-pass spatial prefiltering therefore increases the velocity range

over which mean correlator output provides an unambiguous estimate of velocity.

Equation 8 accurately predicts the effect of the prefilter, with the only

significant difference between the predicted and simulated velocity response curves

for the prefiltered image being at very high velocities, where the curves differ slightly

also in the absence of prefiltering. This close agreement validates the assumptions

inherent in the the analytical predictions.

Figure 13C shows that low-pass spatial prefiltering dramatically decreases

the relative error of the correlator, particularly at low velocities where Erel de-
9The low-pass filtering properties of the photoreceptor result from optical diffraction by the

ommatidial lens, as well as the finite size of the photoreceptor itself. Hardie (1985) measured their
acceptance function using point light sources.
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creases by a factor of more than three. By examining Figure 13A, one may observe

that even in the absence of a spatial prefilter, the portion of the spatial frequency

spectrum above 1◦/s contributes little to R, because the closely spaced positive and

negative regions of F cancel one another during integration. These frequencies still

contribute significantly to the variance in the output signal. By filtering them out,

one reduces the variance of the output signal much more than its mean. At very

high velocities, the relative error begins to rise even in the presence of spatial pre-

filtering, because spatial frequencies passed by the prefilter generate high-frequency

inputs to the correlator. Temporal prefiltering, which filters out such frequencies

regardless of the velocity, serves to reduce the relative error at very high motion

velocities.

Figure 14 shows the effect of low-pass temporal filtering on correlator out-

put. Photoreceptors, which provide the inputs to the correlator, depend on chemical

transduction processes (Laughlin, 1994) that cannot respond instantly to changes

in the luminance signal. They therefore filter their inputs with a temporal impulse

response found experimentally to have the log-normal form

p(t) = e−
(loge(t/tp))2

2σ2 , (14)

where tp represents the time to peak of the curve and σ is a dimensionless parameter

which determines the curve’s width (Payne and Howard, 1981). In light-adapted

conditions, Tatler et al. (in preparation) found that tp = 7.8 ms and σ = 0.22 in

the blowfly Calliphora at 24◦C. The photoreceptor adapts to dark conditions by

slowing its response; the data of Tatler et al. (in preparation) indicate that the

parameters change to tp = 26 ms and σ = 0.32. I predicted and simulated the

effects of photoreceptor filtering using both sets of parameters.

I chose to use a dark-adapted photoreceptor, whose effects are more no-

ticeable, in the illustrations of Figure 14. In Figure 14A, T 2 represents the power

spectrum of the temporal prefilter. Multiplication by T 2 shifts the peak of W to the

left, so that the peaks of W and F align at lower velocities. Equation 8 therefore

predicts that low-pass temporal prefiltering will lower the peak response velocity.

The simulations shown in Figure 14B confirm these predictions. Again, predicted
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Figure 14: Effect of low-pass temporal filtering due to a dark-adapted photore-
ceptor with a log-normal impulse response (tp = 26, σ = 0.32). All simulations
and predictions incorporate low-pass filtering by optics as in Figure 13. (A) Illus-
tration of graphical analysis method. Addition of photoreceptor filter multiplies
W by T 2, shifting it to the left and thereby lowering peak response velocity. (B)
Predicted and simulated velocity response curves, with and without photoreceptor
prefiltering. (C) Simulated relative error curves, with and without photoreceptor
prefiltering.
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and simulated velocity response curves match closely, with some deviation at very

high velocities. Interestingly, low-pass spatial and temporal filters have opposite

qualitative effects on the velocity response curves; spatial low-pass filters raise the

peak response velocity, while temporal low-pass filters lower it.

At low motion velocities, the effect of the photoreceptor temporal filter on

the relative error is negligible (Figure 14C), because the more powerful spatial fil-

tering of the optics ensures that high temporal frequencies are absent. At higher

motion velocities, the low spatial frequencies passed by the optics generate high

temporal frequencies, so low-pass filtering by the photoreceptors significantly re-

duces the error.

All subsequent simulations in this thesis assume light-adapted photorecep-

tors. The frequency response corresponding to this faster impulse response rolls off

only at very high temporal frequencies, at which most frequency content is blocked

by the low-pass nature of the delay filter. The photoreceptor therefore has very

little effect on the velocity response curve, hardly shifting the peak and only de-

creasing amplitude slightly for velocities above the peak. While the effect is lesser

than that of its dark-adapted counterpart, the light-adapted photoreceptor still

causes a significant reduction in relative error at very high velocities, since in its

absence high frequencies on the undelayed correlator arms contribute to temporal

variations in the output.

Additional neuronal elements on the correlator input likely act as high-pass

filters in space and time. The large monopolar cells (LMCs), which are generally

assumed to feed motion detector inputs (Douglass and Strausfeld, 1995), perform

high-pass filtering, particularly in the temporal domain (James, 1990). Anatomi-

cal evidence strongly suggests that LMCs form the primary input channel to the

correlators (Douglass and Strausfeld, 1995), although this point remains slightly

controversial (Coombe et al., 1989). I therefore consider the putative effects of

high-pass filtering by the LMCs or other neurons with similar properties.

James (1990) and others found clear evidence of temporal high-pass filtering

in LMCs (rev. Laughlin, 1994). James (1990) recorded temporal impulse responses

of Eristalis LMCs and modeled them by differences of two log-normal functions.
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At high light levels, he found typical values of tp = 10.3 ms and σ = 0.236 for the

positive log-normal, and tp = 15.6 ms and σ = 0.269 for the negative log-normal.

The relative coefficients of the two log-normals measured by James result in an

impulse response with positive mean value — i.e., a filter which passes some of the

DC power in its input. However, James’ white-noise techniques are not reliable at

very low frequencies, and recordings show that LMCs virtually eliminate the DC

component in their response (Laughlin, 1994). To incorporate this effect, I adjusted

the relative weights of the two log-normals to give a zero-mean impulse response.

Figure 15 shows the effects of such a temporal prefilter. T 2 represents the

power spectrum of the temporal prefilter, which incorporates the effects of both the

LMC and the light-adapted photoreceptor. Multiplication by T 2 shifts the peak

of W sharply to the right, so that the peaks of W and F align at much higher

velocities. High-pass temporal prefiltering will therefore shift the velocity response

curve to the right, raising the peak velocity. The addition of the LMC temporal

filter roughly quadruples the peak response velocity.

In addition to increasing the range of velocities over which mean correlator

output provides an unambiguous velocity estimate, high-pass temporal filtering

greatly reduces the variance of the correlator output. Addition of the LMC temporal

filter to the model decreases relative error by at least a factor of two. Very low

temporal frequencies, like very high temporal frequencies, contribute to variation

in output without contributing to the mean response, so filtering them out reduces

the relative error. Although the frequency response of the LMC itself does roll off

at very high frequencies, the high-frequency roll-off in T 2 in Figure 15 is due to the

photoreceptor.

While some LMCs also appear to perform high-pass spatial filtering of their

inputs, the phenomenon is weaker and more variable than high-pass temporal filter-

ing (James, 1990; Laughlin, 1994). Such weak high-pass spatial filtering would shift

the peak of F slightly to the left, decreasing the peak response velocity (simulation

results not shown). It would also decrease the relative error slightly, although the

effect would be small in the presence of the LMC.

While spatial and temporal prefiltering both decrease relative error, they
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Figure 15: Effect of high-pass temporal prefiltering by an LMC with impulse
response as described in the text. All curves in this figure assume optical blurring
and low-pass temporal filtering by the light-adapted photoreceptor which James
(1990) included in his measurements of the LMC impulse response. (A) Addition
of the LMC multiplies W by T 2, shifting its peak to the right and increasing
peak response velocity. (B) Simulated and analytically predicted velocity response
curves in the presence and absence of LMCs. (C) Simulated relative error curves
in the presence and absence of LMCs.
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have qualitatively opposite effects on the velocity response curves. Low-pass spa-

tial filtering increases the peak response velocity, while low-pass temporal filtering

reduces it. High-pass spatial filtering reduces the the peak response velocity, while

high-pass temporal filtering increases it. In order to decrease the ambiguity of

the correlator response in velocity estimation of natural images, one would like to

shift the peak response to the highest velocities which must be detected visually.

While both low-pass and high-pass filtering are desirable to reduce relative error,

one would maximize the peak response velocity by low-pass filtering primarily in

the spatial domain and high-pass filtering primarily in the temporal domain. The

physiological system indeed exhibits a predominance of spatial low-pass filtering

over temporal low-pass filtering, and of temporal high-pass filtering over spatial

high-pass filtering.

Relative error for the simple correlator model ranged from 10 to over 30

for the image of Figure 7b. The addition of a spatial prefilter representing optical

blur and temporal prefilters representing the responses of photoreceptors and LMCs

reduced the relative error to less than 3 at all velocities. When each filter is applied

alone to the simple correlator model, the LMC temporal filter contributes most

to reducing the error. A relative error of nearly 3, however, still indicates very

large deviations of the correlator response in space and time compared to its mean

value. These may be further reduced by additional features of biological correlators

discussed in the following sections.

5.2 Saturation

Saturation is ubiquitous in neural synapses. We would like to determine whether

the dominant saturation effects in the motion detection system contribute to, or de-

tract from, correlator reliability in velocity estimation. Unfortunately, the inherent

nonlinearity of saturation makes it difficult to include in the analytical framework

of Equation 8, so the results in this section are based primarily on simulation.

Saturation of the visual signal occurs first in the photoreceptors, which re-

spond roughly to the logarithm of luminance (Laughlin, 1994). In the absence of any

high-pass filtering, my simulations showed that such saturation increases relative
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error by introducing a larger DC component, relative to other spatial frequencies

in the image. In more realistic simulations including high-pass prefilters that re-

move the mean of photoreceptor output, logarithmic photoreceptor saturation has

relatively little effect on either the velocity response or the relative error for nat-

ural images. This agrees with the finding of Ruderman (1994) that natural image

power spectra retain their scaling properties when the intensities are subjected to

a logarithmic transformation.

Both the simple and the prefiltered Reichardt correlator model predict a

quadratic increase of response amplitude with stimulus contrast. The neural and

behavioral responses of the fly display such a dependence only at very low contrasts.

As contrast increases above a few per cent, the response begins to level off due to

an effect which I term “contrast saturation.” Egelhaaf and Borst (1989) showed

that in flies this saturation occurs primarily after linear prefiltering but before the

multiplication operation, which agrees with the conclusions of Allik and Pulver

(1995) in psychophysical studies on humans. Both Egelhaaf and Borst (1989) and

Allik and Pulver (1995) showed specifically that contrast saturation must take place

after elimination of the mean light intensity from the signal. Egelhaaf and Borst

(1989) argue further that while contrast saturation takes place on both the delayed

and undelayed arms of the correlator, saturation on the delayed arm follows the

delay filter. I therefore modeled contrast saturation by including a compressive

nonlinearity directly before the multiplication operation on both correlator arms10.

I used a hyperbolic tangent function of the form

ρ(C) = tanh(sC), (15)

where the constant s controls the degree of saturation. In accordance with the

recordings of O’Carroll et al. (1997) from HS neurons in Volucella, I chose s such

that a sinusoidal grating of 10% contrast at optimal spatial and temporal frequency

elicits 70% of the maximum response.

10Figure 4 shows this compressive nonlinearity ρ directly after the prefilters, before the delay
filter. I drew the figure in this manner for clarity, but each correlator subunit in my model
incorporated two identical compressive nonlinearities, one after the delay filter and the other on
the undelayed arm, as suggested by Egelhaaf and Borst (1989).
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Figure 16: Effect of contrast saturation on velocity response and error curves for
images (a) and (b) of Figure 7. Saturation is modeled by a compressive nonlinear-
ity directly before the multiplication operation on each correlator arm. Saturation
tends to decrease the peak response velocity, but it also decreases the effect of dif-
ferences in overall contrast on the velocity response curves and may decrease the
relative error. The figures in this section are based on correlators with ∆φ = 1.05◦

and τ = 35 ms with the spatial and temporal prefilters of Figure 15.

Figure 16 shows the velocity response and relative error curves for images

(a) and (b) of Figure 7 in the presence and absence of contrast saturation. The

figure illustrates three primary effects of contrast saturation on the motion de-

tection system. First, the velocity response curves for the two images are much

closer together in overall amplitude for a correlator model which includes contrast

saturation than for one which does not. Second, contrast saturation decreases the

peak response velocity significantly, shifting the contrast response curves to the left.

Third, contrast saturation decreases relative error at all but very high velocities.

These effects stem from the tendency of a compressive nonlinearity to con-

vert a zero-mean input to an output resembling a binary signal which alternates
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between a maximum and a minimum value. As long as the amplitude of the input

signal is large enough for the output to remain saturated to its maximum or min-

imum value most of the time, increasing the amplitude of the input signal further

will have only a minor effect on the output. Hence, contrast saturation decreases

the dependence of the velocity response curve on overall contrast level of the visual

scene, except at very low contrasts. Because the input signal passes through both

high-pass and low-pass prefilters before saturation, it will have a limited band-

width. Saturation will add harmonics of these frequencies to the signal, increasing

its power at high frequencies. Following the analysis of Section 5.1, this increase

in high frequency components will shift the velocity response curve to the left,

decreasing the peak response velocity.

Saturation reduces relative error partly by reducing contrast differences

from one region of an image to another. By examining the simulated output of

the saturation mechanism as a function of time, I found that the effect also de-

pends on the binarized nature of the saturated signal. As long as the transitions

in the output value do not follow one another too quickly, each transition produces

a pulse on the correlator output, indicating the correct direction of motion. For

certain input signals, the binarized signal produces a more reliable output than

its continuous counterpart. This effect depends heavily, however, on the proper-

ties of the prefilters, because transitions occurring in quick succession may produce

negative pulses in the correlator output. In addition, if transitions occur too infre-

quently, the correlator output will only indicate motion occasionally, and will also

be unreliable. By setting the prefilters in my simulation appropriately, I was able

to produce relative errors below 1.0 in the velocity range of Figure 16.

The outputs of the wide-field neurons also saturate due to shunting of the

membrane potential (Single et al., 1997). In Figure 4, this is shown as a compressive

nonlinearity ξ following spatial integration. Such an effect will flatten the peaks

of the velocity response curves, effectively allowing the neuron to use more of its

dynamic range to signal low velocities. This may be crucial for velocity response

curves with high peaks velocities, since in the absence of saturation these curves are

fairly flat at low velocities (e.g., Figure 15). In reality, output saturation probably
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also involves nonlinear effects which form part of the integration process, such as

the output gain control mechanism mentioned in the following section. While the

details of these effects are controversial and were not modeled in this study, further

work might illuminate their influence on the accuracy of velocity estimation by the

correlator.

5.3 Output integration

One would expect spatial and temporal integration of the outputs of an array of

correlators to improve the accuracy of velocity estimation. In fact, many authors

have assumed that extensive integration in either space or time is necessary to

produce reliable motion signals (Reichardt, 1961; van Santen and Sperling, 1985;

Borst and Egelhaaf, 1989; Hausen and Egelhaaf, 1989; Borst and Egelhaaf, 1994;

Zeil and Zanker, 1997).

However, integration involves a trade-off between between accuracy of ve-

locity estimation and resolution in space or time. For some motion detection tasks,

such as estimation of egomotion, an organism needs only global measurements of

optic flow patterns covering the entire visual field. Certain wide-field neurons may

specifically measure such egomotion as part of the optomotor pathway (Hausen

and Egelhaaf, 1989; Ibbotson, 1991). In such cases, temporal resolution is criti-

cal but spatial resolution is unnecessary, so the system integrates with respect to

space rather than time. Moreover, wide-field neurons may perform weighted in-

tegrations, effectively implementing a matched filter for detection of a particular

pattern of optic flow (Krapp and Hengstenberg, 1996; Franz et al., 1998). Other

visual tasks, such as estimation of object velocities or the deduction of object dis-

tance and three-dimensional shape from local velocities, require much more acute

spatial resolution. For such a task, a motion detector must limit the extent of

spatial integration, although some temporal integration may be permissible.

In terms of the error criteria presented in Section 3, integration will not

affect the velocity response curve, which by definition is the mean of the correlator

response over all space and time. On the other hand, integration will lower the

relative error by decreasing the variance of the output signal. Figure 17 shows
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Figure 17: Effect of spatial integration on relative error, for arrays of correlators
with and without contrast saturation as described in Section 5.2. Since an HS
neuron exhibits maximum responses to motion in a receptive field spanning at
least 10◦ vertically by 20◦ horizontally, I considered spatial integration of outputs
for an array of correlators arranged on an 8 by 18 grid with 1◦ separation between
correlators. I used a square grid for simplicity, although the fly uses a hexagonal
grid. All correlator outputs were weighted equally in the integration. If the
variations in the output signal of each correlator were independent of one another,
then averaging N correlator outputs would decrease the standard deviation of
the output signal by

√
N . The integration of this figure involves 144 correlator

outputs, so this would suggest a twelve-fold reduction of noise due to integration.
The fact that the relative error in fact decreases by a factor of 3 to 5 indicates
that the error signals in different correlators are not independent.

the effects of spatial integration akin to that performed by an HS neuron. In

the absence of contrast saturation, such integration decreases the relative error

by approximately a factor of three. In the presence of saturation, the decrease is

even more significant. Just as saturation reduces the effect on correlator output

of contrast differences between images, it reduces the effects of contrast variations

from one part of the image to another. Such regional variations become particularly

significant in the presence of integration, which eliminates the effects of fluctuations

of a more localized nature.

In the absence of saturation, the relative error for the spatially integrated

signal remains around 1.0, indicating a standard deviation comparable to the mean.

In the presence of saturation, the relative error is as low as 0.2 for velocities near
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the optimum. These error levels are in line with temporal fluctuations observed

in the outputs of HS neurons in response to stimulation with patterns moving at

constant velocity (O’Carroll et al., 1997; Haag and Borst, 1997).

While I considered the effects of linear integration, summation of correlator

outputs in the wide-field neurons exhibits several nonlinear effects. For example,

the output level to which the wide-field neuron saturates with increasing pattern

size depends on stimulus velocity (Haag et al., 1992; Single et al., 1997). While

the details of this “gain control” are still uncertain, the effect allows the wide-field

neuron to signal changes in image velocity despite saturation of its output signal.

5.4 Adaptation

Adaptation is as ubiquitous in neural systems as saturation, albeit less thoroughly

characterized. While more difficult to describe mathematically, adaptive effects

could also contribute to the reliability of a correlator-based system in velocity es-

timation. For example, adaptation of photoreceptors and LMCs to mean light

intensity helps to eliminate the DC component of correlator input (Laughlin, 1994)

(see Section 5.1). Contrast gain control may decrease the dependence of correla-

tor response on image contrast (see Section 4.3). Maddess and Laughlin (1985),

de Ruyter van Steveninck et al. (1986), and Harris et al. (submitted) described

a motion-induced decrease in correlator response to motion. Such motion adap-

tation may allow the correlator to respond sensitively to small changes in motion

at low velocities while releasing it from saturation at higher velocities, effectively

increasing its dynamic range.
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Figure 18: Directional tuning curve for a correlator to the natural image of Fig-
ure 7b. The figure shows mean correlator response to an image moving at a speed
of 30◦/s as a function of the angle of motion with respect to the preferred hori-
zontal direction. The response to horizontal motion in the preferred direction has
been normalized to 1.0, and a cosinusoid is shown for comparison. The correla-
tors in this simulation incorporated spatial prefiltering by the optics and temporal
prefiltering by photoreceptors and LMCs, but no saturation or output integration.

6 Additional issues in real-world velocity estimation

6.1 Directional tuning

While correlators in the insect visual system sample on an hexagonal lattice with

three orientations, they can detect motion in all directions. van Hateren (1990)

pointed out that directional motion can be detected accurately by combining the

estimates of motion from correlators with different orientation11. Such velocity

estimates require, however, that correlators of a particular orientation respond pre-

dictably to motion in different directions.

Figure 18 shows the directional tuning curve for a correlator, computed

using a natural image. The curve is nearly identical to a cosinusoid, indicating

that the correlator response is almost exactly proportional to the component of

velocity in the horizontal direction. While this result is not surprising in itself, the

11In the fly’s motion detection system, such combinations contribute strongly to horizontal
motion detection, since the hexagonal ommatidial lattice is such that nearest-neighbor correlators
cannot be oriented horizontally (Figure 3).
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cosinusoidal relationship does not hold for sinusoidal gratings which vary in only

one direction (van Hateren, 1990)12.

6.2 Effects of noise

The “errors” considered thus far in this thesis are due to “pattern noise” — devia-

tions in correlator output which result from the structure of the visual scene itself.

Clearly, a physiological correlator also suffers from “random noise” which will cause

variations in its response on repeated presentation of identical stimulus patterns.

A reliable velocity estimation system must be robust to the effects of random noise

as well as pattern noise.

The random noise experienced by a biological motion detector falls into

two categories. Photon noise results from variations in the number of photons

absorbed by a photoreceptor in a given unit of time. In addition, the neurons and

synapses which comprise the correlator generate intrinsic noise. While one can

predict the distribution of photon noise given the intensity of light incident on a

photoreceptor, estimation of intrinsic noise requires a description of each physical

component of the system which generates it. An accurate analysis of intrinsic

noise is not possible at present because some of these neural elements remain to be

identified. However, Laughlin (1994) showed that in the LMCs, which represent a

secondary stage of neural processing, photon noise dominates intrinsic noise up to

moderate light intensities; photon noise equals intrinsic noise in magnitude even at

the highest light intensities. In a preliminary study, I therefore considered only the

effect of photon noise on the correlator output.

Photon absorption by the photoreceptor is a Poisson process (de Ruyter van

Steveninck and Laughlin, 1996). I used the optical model and data given by

Land (1981) to convert the luminances of Aiken’s images from Cd/m2 to pho-

tons/ommatidium/s13. These counts represent the means of Poisson distributions.

Even at relatively low light intensities such as those in Aiken’s images, each Poisson

12Experimental directional tuning curves for wide-field neurons are cosinusoidal, even for sinu-
soidal grating stimuli. van Hateren (1990) explains this observation by assuming that the wide-field
neurons sum the outputs of EMDs at a 60◦ angle to one another.

131 Cd/m2 = 6325 photons/ommatidium/s for Calliphora.
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Figure 19: Effect of photon noise on relative error of correlator output. Error
curves shown are for image (b) of Figure 7 in the presence and absence of photon
noise. The figure also shows the relative error curve which would result if all parts
of the image had only 10% their measured luminance. Even at these reduced
light conditions, lower than those in which Episyrphus is typically active, photon
noise makes less of a contribution than pattern noise to the variations in correlator
output. The correlators in this simulation incorporated spatial prefiltering by the
optics and temporal prefiltering by photoreceptors and LMCs, but no saturation
or output integration. These simulations are accurate for a range of velocities
around 10◦/s, but estimates of error due to random noise drop off artifically at
very high and low velocities because my simulation fails to incorporate the full
significant bandwidth of the noise. At extreme velocities, mean correlator output
drops toward zero while absolute error due to random noise decreases to a nonzero
constant value, so relative error should rise to infinity as the signal becomes in-
distinguishable from noise.

distribution is virtually identical to a normal distribution whose variance equals its

mean. I simulated correlator output in the presence of photon noise by choosing

the inputs of each correlator arm from such a normal distribution. Figure 19 shows

relative error as a function of velocity in the presence and absence of noise for one

of Aiken’s images. While photon noise leads to a slight increase in relative error,

its contribution is small compared to that of pattern noise. Even though Aiken’s

images were recorded in a forest near the lowest light levels at which Episyrphus

remains active, the figure also shows simulated relative error for an otherwise iden-

tical image whose luminance has been reduced by a factor of 10. At this reduced

light level, variations in correlator output are still due primarily to pattern noise,
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suggesting that the performance of a velocity estimation system based on Reichardt

correlators depends primarily on responses to pattern noise studied earlier in this

thesis. Limitations of my noise simulation technique led to artificially low estimates

of relative error at high velocities and at very low velocities in Figure 19. While re-

vised simulations which rectify this problem are still in progress, preliminary results

support the conclusion that pattern noise dominates random noise in a wide range

of velocities around and below the optimum. Moreover, integration of correlator

output in space or time reduces the effects of random noise more than the effects

of pattern noise. The observed robustness to random noise agrees with the conclu-

sions of Potters and Bialek (1994) that correlation is an optimal motion detection

scheme at high noise levels.
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7 Experimental verification

In order to test the relationships I predicted between image power spectra and

velocity response curves, David O’Carroll and I carried out a set of experiments in

which we recorded the steady-state responses of wide-field neurons in a hoverfly to

motion of broad-band images at different velocities14. We used this data to plot the

mean response level of the wide-field neuron as a function of velocity. Additional

processing may occur subsequent to or in parallel with the wide-field neurons, so

we are not necessarily measuring the fly’s actual perception of velocity. However,

because the wide-field neurons perform extensive spatial integration and because

we average recorded output over time, our results are effectively velocity response

curves for wide-field neurons. We find that the shapes of these curves and their

dependence on image statistics agree with theoretical predictions.

7.1 Methods

We recorded from male specimens of the hoverfly Volucella collected in the woods

near Cambridge. Using electrophysiological techniques described by O’Carroll et al.

(1997), we recorded from HSN, HSNE, and HSE neurons, which are tangential cells

of the horizontal system (see Section 2.4)15. All three of these neurons have dorsal

receptive fields. They exhibit graded responses, with horizontal progressive motion

eliciting maximum depolarization.

Unfortunately, our equipment was incapable of displaying moving photo-

graphic images at a frame rate sufficiently high for the motion to appear smooth to

a fly. Instead of natural images, we therefore used random texture fields generated

by a Picasso Image Synthesizer and a Dual Channel Velocity Field and Stereogram

Generator (Innisfree, Cambridge, Mass.) under control of a Macintosh computer.

Modifications to both the Image Synthesizer and the Stereogram Generator by the

designer, John Daugman, allowed us to display moving texture fields at a video
14I suggested and designed these experiments. O’Carroll dissected the animals and carried out

electrophysiological recordings using his own computer programs to control the Image Synthesizer
and Stereogram Generator. O’Carroll and I jointly designed the stimulus protocols described in
Appendix C and analyzed the data.

15In syrphids such as Volucella, the HS system consists of four neurons – an HSNE neuron in
addition to the three HS neurons mentioned in Section 2.4.
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frame rate of 300 Hz with a variable raster rate on a Tektronix 608 XYZ display.

The random textures consist of horizontal rectangular texture elements

(“texels”) each of which has an equal probability of being illuminated at the dis-

play’s maximum intensity or not being illuminated at all. By varying a texture

density parameter, we can use texels of 4 different sizes (widths 10.3, 5.2, 2.6, and

1.3 mm/texel). In addition, by lowering the frame rate to 200 Hz and increasing the

raster rate, we can decrease the texel size to 0.86 or 0.67 mm/texel. The apparent

size of a texel and the perceived angular velocity depend on the distance of the

moving pattern from the fly. We generally positioned the display at about 6 cm

from the fly’s eyes and recorded the precise distance for each experiment in order

to calculate angular velocity and angular texture density. Texels thus subtended

angles ranging from 0.64◦ (less than the inter-ommatidial angle of the fly) to 9.7◦

(nearly ten times that angle).

The mean horizontal power spectral density for a row of a random texture

image with texel width θ◦/texel is

P (fs) = θ
sin2(πfsθ)
(πfsθ)2

(16)

Figure 20 shows horizontal power spectral densities P (fs) for random textures of

three different densities. The power spectrum of one natural image is included for

comparison. The spectra of random textures are flat at low frequencies but drop

as f−2
s at high frequencies. As the texel size decreases, image statistics approach

those of white noise and the power spectrum becomes flatter.

Figure 21 shows velocity response curves for a model correlator predicted

analytically from the power spectra of random textures of different densities. This

correlator model included spatial blurring by the optics and temporal filtering by

light-adapted photoreceptors and LMCs. Saturation effects were not included be-

cause the texels themselves provide a binary-valued input signal. The exact shape

of the curves and their peak response velocities depend on a number of parameters

which are difficult to predict on the basis of available data for these cells, such as

the extent of temporal high-pass filtering. Moreover, the predicted curves in this

figure do not take account of known nonlinear effects such as gain control. However,
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Figure 20: Mean horizontal power spectra of random textures used in experiments.
The legend indicates the density of each texture. The spectra are flat at low
frequencies but drop as f−2

s at higher frequencies. As texture density increases
and texel size (θ) decreases, the spectrum becomes more flat. The nulls in each
spectrum are at multiples of the texel frequency and indicate that the luminances
of different texels are uncorrelated (see Appendix C for a proposed method to
avoid these nulls). The solid line represents the mean horizontal power spectrum
of natural image (b) from Figure 7, for comparison. The units of power used for
the random texture spectra are consistent for the three curves, but arbitrary in
comparison with the natural image.

we can predict with confidence several important features of the curves. First, they

will have the same general shape as the curves predicted for natural images, in-

creasing monotonically up to a peak response velocity and then falling off. Second,

the velocity response curves should shift to the left as texture density increases.

Since we could not adjust the luminous intensities of the display for either

illuminated or unilluminated texels, most of our stimuli had a very high contrast

of 94%16, and a mean luminance of 37 Cd/m2. In some later experiments, we

16We define contrast for these random textures as for sinusoids by Lmax−Lmin
Lmax+Lmin

, where Lmax and
Lmin are maximum and minimum luminances, respectively.
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Figure 21: Velocity response curves for a model correlator for random texture
images of various densities, as predicted from the power spectra. Like models
used in previous simulations, the correlator had an inter-receptor angle ∆φ =
1.05◦ and a first-order delay filter with τ = 35 ms. It also included a spatial
prefilter corresponding to optic blurring and a temporal prefilter corresponding
to light-adapted LMCs, with impulse responses and parameters as described in
Section 5. Each successive curve corresponds to a random texture with double
the density of the preceding one; these correspond to five of the texture densities
in Figure 22. I calculated these curves theoretically using Equation 8. While the
maximum response levels vary significantly with density, each curve is normalized
to a maximum value of 1.0 to facilitate comparison with experimental data. Due
to effects such as contrast normalization and output saturation not included in
this model, we do not expect these overall variations in magnitude to match those
recorded experimentally.
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increased luminance and decreased the stimulus contrast by adding uniform fore-

ground illumination from one or more light sources.

We recorded the responses of HS cells to progressive horizontal image mo-

tion at 25 approximately logarithmically spaced velocities between 7 and 1800◦/s,

with the precise velocity range depending on frame rate and screen distance. We

interleaved 200 ms presentations of image motion at each velocity with 200 ms

adapting stimuli at velocity 400◦/s. The last 100 ms of the response at each ve-

locity was averaged to obtain a single response value. To control for effects of

adaptation during the experiment, we presented the test stimuli in a monotonically

increasing sequence of velocities, followed by a monotonically decreasing sequence.

We designed this protocol to obtain quick measurements while maintaining the cell

in a state of uniform adaptation, as described in Appendix C. We repeated the

protocol three or more times for a given texture and obtained a single velocity

response curve by averaging the responses to motion at each velocity.

7.2 Results

Figure 22 shows velocity response curves for one HSNE neuron measured at six

texture densities. The velocity response curves show the expected shape, rising

to a peak response at some optimum velocity and then falling off again. The

tuning curves for broad-band images have higher optimal velocities than than the

corresponding tuning curves for sinusoidal gratings of optimal spatial frequency

(Figure 24A). As texture density increases, the curves shift to the left, with the

optimal velocity decreasing from over 300◦/s to 100◦/s over the range of densities

we used. As predicted by the model of Figure 21, the curves cease to shift left at

the very highest densities, as the image power spectrum becomes almost completely

flat in the relevant frequency range. The model predicts qualitative aspects of the

recorded data surprisingly well, given that model parameters were literature values

for typical large hoverflies and were not tuned to the cell in question.

The data of Figure 22 represents a particularly successful recording session

lasting over 2 hours, during which we were able to measure response curves at a wide

range of densities and to repeat our test protocols twice at most densities. Neurons
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Figure 22: Velocity response curves measured at six different texture densities for
a single HSNE neuron. As density increases, the mean horizontal power spectrum
of the texture field becomes flatter and the velocity response curves shift to the left.
The legend indicates texture density and the number of measurements averaged to
obtain each point in the figure. The magnitude of responses of the cell at different
texture densities differed significantly, but the curves presented here have been
normalized for comparison.

in other animals gave similar results, but typically with more noise due to shorter

recording sessions. Figure 23 indicates the relationship between texture density and

optimum velocity for a number of HS cells from several flies, as well as analytical

predictions. With one notable anomaly, all cells show the expected decrease of

optimum velocity with increasing density. The velocity optima do differ systemat-

ically from cell to cell. At any given texture density, some neurons have optimal

velocities 50% greater than those of others. These systematic variations between

cells may reflect real variations in physiology; for example, temporal prefiltering

might vary between organisms or regions of the visual field, which could explain

the differences shown. Alternatively, the variations may be due to differences in
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Figure 23: Optimum velocity as a function of texture density for several neurons.
The optimal velocity is the velocity of pattern motion for which the neuron gives
a maximum steady-state response; this velocity generally decreases as texture
density increases, in agreement with theoretical predictions. Neuron 080698 HSNE
exhibited anomalous behavior, while a noisy velocity response curve led to a single
anomalous measurement for neuron 120698 HSN at the second lowest texture
density. The legends indicate the type of each neuron. The two thick solid lines
indicate two sets of recordings from the neuron whose velocity response curves
are shown in Figure 22. In order to reduce the effects of measurement noise, we
estimated the velocity optimum for each cell at each texture density as the velocity
optimum of a second-order thin-plate spline fit to the velocity response curve on a
logarithmic velocity axis. The amplitude of the curve corresponding to analytical
predictions is highly sensitive to the properties of the high-pass temporal prefilter.
A slightly weaker high-pass temporal prefilter or the addition of a realistic high-
pass spatial prefilter would decrease the predicted response velocities into the
range of those observed experimentally.
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the recordings, such as the position of the screen relative to the receptive field. We

compared velocity tuning curves as well as spatial and temporal frequency tuning

curves for HSE, HSNE, and HSN neurons, but did not find significant systematic

differences.

Figure 24 shows spatial and temporal frequency tuning curves for the HSNE

neuron of Figure 22, measured using sinusoidal gratings. These confirm that the

delay filter time constant and inter-receptor angle parameters used in the model

of Figure 21 agree approximately with the values for the correlators feeding this

particular wide-field neuron, even though the model parameters were not adjusted

to fit our data set.

The experimental velocity response curves do differ significantly from the

model predictions in several important respects. First, the experimental curves

are noticeably flattened (platykurtic) at high response levels. This probably re-

flects output saturation or gain control, neither of which were included in the

model. Second, the experimental curves are asymmetric on a logarithmic veloc-

ity axis, rising more gradually than they fall. The temporal frequency response,

effectively a velocity response curve for a sinusoidal grating, exhibits a a similar

effect (Figure 24A). The asymmetry may result from a delay filter more complex

than first-order (Mastebroek et al., 1980). Alternatively, the wide-field neuron may

sum outputs of correlators with different delay filters; temporal frequency tuning

curves suggestive of such summation have been reported in Bombylius (O’Carroll

et al., 1997). These discrepancies may therefore reflect the simplified nature of

this particular model rather than a fundamental discrepancy between theory and

experiment.

When we decreased contrast (Figure 25), the curves became much less flat-

tened, suggesting release from saturation. The curves also became more symmet-

rical and shifted to the left, suggesting that if two delay filters contribute to the

output, one may dominate at very low contrast levels. O’Carroll and Laughlin (in

preparation) noted a similar effect in response to sinusoidal gratings in Bombylius.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of Figure 25 is that response varies lit-

tle for contrasts between 6% and 94%. Most real-world contrasts fall in this range.
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Figure 24: Spatial and temporal frequency tuning for the HSNE neuron of Fig-
ure 22. Other cells exhibit similar spatial and temporal tuning. (A) Temporal
frequency tuning curve, indicating the response of the cells to a sinusoidal grat-
ing of spatial frequency 0.1 cycles/◦ moving at different velocities. The optimal
velocity for this sinusoidal grating is close to 58◦/s. (B) Spatial frequency tuning
curve, indicating the responses of the cell to sinusoidal gratings of different spatial
frequencies moving at velocities chosen to maintain a constant temporal frequency
of 5 Hz.
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Figure 25: Velocity response curves measured for the same HSNE cell at different
contrasts. For very low contrasts (2.43%), the curve decreases in magnitude and
becomes more symmetric, with the optimal velocity decreasing. Changing the
contrast from 5.9% to 94% causes a relatively minor change in the size of the
response and the change of the velocity response curve. We varied contrast by
adding foreground illumination from one or more light sources. Legends indicate
the contrast and mean luminance for each response curve. Moving images were
random textures with density 0.42 texels/◦.

While the system behaves like a simple Reichardt correlator at low contrasts, these

curves support the presence of some form of contrast gain control at higher con-

trasts, as suggested in Section 4.3. This invariance with contrast is characteristic of

the motion-adapted system; the unadapted system exhibits larger variations of the

response level with stimulus contrast. From a practical point of view, the invariance

of the motion-adapted velocity response curve with overall image contrast implies

that mean correlator output may indeed provide an accurate estimate of velocity

for a wide range of natural images (Section 4.2).
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8 Conclusions and outlooks

The approach of this thesis differs from that of many physiological modeling stud-

ies. Instead of describing the characteristics of a biological system in terms of its

components, I aim to determine the functional significance of the system’s archi-

tecture. Such an approach is essential if one wishes to apply biological principles

to the design of artificial systems. Consider, as an analogy, an attempt to build a

flying machine by studying a canary. Certain characteristics of the canary, such as

its hollow bones and the shape of its wings, are essential adaptations for flight, since

they reduce the bird’s weight and generate aerodynamic lift. Other equally striking

biological features, such as the bird’s yellow color or its ability to sing, are far less

relevant to flight. In order to avoid building a yellow machine which sings instead

of a light-weight craft with properly shaped wings, one must differentiate between

characteristics of the bird reflecting adaptations for flight and characteristics due

either to adaptation for other purposes or to physical inevitability.

One must confront similar issues in applying the principles of a fly’s motion

detection system to machine vision. The low-pass spatial filtering of the image by

the optics, for example, may result simply from the fact that the fly cannot carry a

larger lens. Alternatively, it might be an adaptation to prevent spatial aliasing in

photoreceptor sampling. Finally, it may play a direct functional role in improving

the reliability of velocity estimation, in which case it would be particularly rele-

vant to understanding biological motion detection systems and potentially useful

in designing computational algorithms for motion detection.

A number of researchers have recently built machine vision systems mod-

eled directly on the insect motion detection system. For example, Franceschini

et al. (1992) built a simple robot which uses a circular array of horizontal correla-

tors, implemented in simple analog electronics, to navigate around obstacles to a

destination point in a controlled environment. Several analog VLSI chips for veloc-

ity estimation have been based on Reichardt correlation (Andreou and Strohbehn,

1990; Sarpeshkar et al., 1993, 1996). In particular, Liu (1997) used analog VLSI to

design a silicon neural network which attempts to mimic the fly’s motion detection
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system in detail. While such systems perform impressively in certain situations due

to the simplicity of the correlation mechanism and its robustness to noise, the best

computer vision systems of the future are unlikely to be exact silicon replicas of

biological visual systems. After all, most useful machine vision systems will not be

designed to behave exactly like flies. Applying the principles of biological vision

to computer vision, on the other hand, may allow artificial systems to match the

performance of their biological counterparts. To discover the relevant principles,

one must characterize the function of elements of visual system, ideally under the

natural conditions in which these systems have evolved.

My results suggest that the fly’s visual system takes advantage of natural

image statistics to estimate velocities of motion. The mean response level of a cor-

relator array to motion in a natural environment is far more predictable than the

response to truly arbitrary images with unknown statistics. Experimental measure-

ments confirm my analytical predictions of the relationship between image statistics

and correlator response. I have also identified a number of physiological charac-

teristics of the motion detection system which function to enhance the reliability

of the Reichardt correlator as a velocity estimator in natural environments. In

particular, low-pass spatial filtering and high-pass temporal filtering increase the

range of velocities which the correlator can detect unambiguously, while band-pass

prefiltering, contrast saturation, and output integration decrease the variability of

correlator output. I demonstrate that other physiological mechanisms, such as con-

trast normalization and adaptation, could further improve the performance of the

velocity estimation system, although these mechanisms remain to be fully described

experimentally. While I worked with models based on data from insect vision, these

conclusions also apply to models of vertebrate vision such as the Elaborated Rei-

chardt Detector (van Santen and Sperling, 1984, 1985) and the spatiotemporal

energy model (Adelson and Bergen, 1985), both of which are formally equivalent

to the Reichardt correlators discussed here.

My theoretical and experimental results imply that correlator output de-

pends on image statistics, even for elaborated, physiologically realistic correlators.

While our recordings from the wide-field neurons (Section 7) as well as the optomo-
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tor responses of flies reflect these limitations (Section 2.3), some research indicates

that certain insects can estimate velocity reliably for images with widely different

statistics. In particular, Srinivasan et al. (1991, 1996) report that honeybees use

visual motion velocity cues to navigate accurately through a tunnel whose walls

depict sinusoidal grating patterns of different frequencies. The authors conclude

that in addition to the correlator-based motion detectors which drive the optomo-

tor response, honeybees may possess a separate, parallel system capable of true

estimation of visual velocity. While I cannot exclude the existence of such mecha-

nisms, particularly in higher-level visual processing, I have shown that they are not

necessary to obtain reliable velocity estimates in the natural world.

This work suggests several additional lines of research. The physiological

models of this study are by no means complete. Experimentally observed phenom-

ena such as contrast normalization, output gain control, signal rectification (Osorio,

1991), and various forms of adaptation have been either omitted or considered in

only a preliminary fashion. By including such mechanisms in model simulations,

one could rigorously study their effects on the accuracy of velocity estimation. One

might also examine the ability of correlator-based systems to estimate velocity for

realistic motion sequences, as visual scenes do not generally translate rigidly at a

fixed velocity with respect to the retina (see e.g. Zeil and Zanker, 1997). This work

could draw on the results of Dong and Atick (1995), who described the statistics

of natural image sequences by characterizing their three-dimensional space-time

power spectra. Finally, one might incorporate processing strategies suggested by

such studies into computer algorithms for local velocity estimation.
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Figure 26: The simple Reichardt correlator, as in Figure 1, with several additional
signal labels as described in the text. The figure also shows a potential input
luminance signal, in this case a sinusoid with amplitude C and wavelength λ = 1

fs

moving to the right with velocity v.

A Mathematical derivations

A.1 Correlator response to a zero-mean sinusoid

Figure 26 shows the simple correlator model of Figure 1. A(t) and B(t) indicate

the time-varying luminance inputs of the left-hand and right-hand arms, respec-

tively, while AD(t) and BD(t) represent the corresponding delay filter outputs. R(t)

indicates correlator output as a function of time. The two correlator arms are sep-

arated by an angular distance ∆φ. If x is the horizontal coordinate, increasing to

the right, then input A is located at x = 0 and input B at x = ∆φ. Suppose that

the spatial pattern observed by the correlator is a zero-mean sinusoid of amplitude

C and spatial frequency fs cycles/◦, traveling to the right with velocity v, as shown

in the figure. As a function of time and space, the luminance pattern is

C cos(2πftt− 2πfsx) (17)
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where ft = fsv. The correlator inputs are given by

A(t) = C cos(2πftt),

B(t) = C cos(2πftt− 2πfs∆φ).

Suppose the delay filter has temporal frequency response D(ft) = A(ft)e−iΘ(ft),

where A(ft) and Θ(ft) are real-valued functions indicating amplitude and phase.

The delay-filtered signals are

AD(t) = CA(ft) cos[2πftt−Θ(ft)],

BD(t) = CA(ft) cos[2πftt− 2πfs∆φ−Θ(ft)].

Combining these as indicating in the figure and simplifying first with the trigono-

metric identity cos α cos β = 1
2 [cos(α + β) + cos(α− β)] and then with the identity

cos(α + β) = cos α cos β − sinα sinβ, we find

R(t) = AD(t)B(t)−BD(t)A(t)

=
C2A(ft)

2
(cos[Θ(ft)− 2πfs∆φ]− cos[Θ(ft) + 2πfs∆φ])

= C2A(ft) sin[Θ(ft)] sin(2πfs∆φ). (18)

This proves Equation 1 of Section 2.2. Now assume the delay filter is first-order

with impulse response d(t) = 1
τ e−t/τ for t > 0. The frequency response of the filter

is the Fourier transform of its impulse response, namely

D(ft) =
1

1 + i2πftτ
=

1√
1 + (2πftτ)2

e−i arctan(2πftτ).

Therefore

A(ft) =
1√

1 + (2πftτ)2
,

Θ(ft) = arctan(2πftτ),

and

sin[Θ(ft)] =
2πftτ√

1 + (2πftτ)2
.

Equation 18 therefore simplifies to

R(t) =
C2

2πτ

ft

f2
t + 1/(2πτ)2

sin(2πfs∆φ), (19)

which gives Equation 2 of Section 2.2. Egelhaaf and Borst (1989) derived both

Equation 18 and Equation 19 using different notation.
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A.2 Correlator response to sum of sinusoids

Consider first a moving sinusoidal pattern identical to that considered in Ap-

pendix A.1 but with an added constant luminance (DC component). As a function

of space and time, the luminance pattern is

C cos(2πftt− 2πfsx) + K.

The correlator inputs are given by

A(t) = C cos(2πftt) + K,

B(t) = C cos(2πftt− 2πfs∆φ) + K.

The delay filter outputs are

AD(t) = CA(ft) cos[2πftt−Θ(ft)] + KA(0),

BD(t) = CA(ft) cos[2πftt− 2πfs∆φ−Θ(ft)] + KA(0).

The correlator output is therefore

R(t) = AD(t)B(t)−BD(t)A(t)

= C2A(ft) sin[Θ(ft)] sin(2πfs∆φ)

+ CKA(0)[cos(2πftt− 2πfs∆φ)− cos(2πftt)]

+ CKA(ft)[cos(2πftt−Θ(ft))

− cos(2πftt− 2πfs∆φ−Θ(ft))].

By applying the identity cosα− cos β = −2 sin α+β
2 sin α−β

2 , we simplify this to

R(t) = C2A(ft) sin[Θ(ft)] sin(2πfs∆φ)

+ 2CK sin(πfs∆φ)[A(0) sin(2πftt− πfs∆φ)

−A(ft) sin(2πftt− πfs∆φ−Θ(ft))]. (20)

Egelhaaf et al. (1989) derived Equation 20 using different notation. If we now

assume that D is a first-order delay filter with time constant τ , then A(ft) =
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1√
1+(2πftτ)2

and Θ(ft) = arctan(2πftτ), as in Appendix A.1. Substituting these

quantities into Equation 20 and simplifying, we find

R(t) =
C2

2πτ

ft

f2
t + 1/(2πτ)2

sin(2πfs∆φ)

+ 2CK sin(πfs∆φ)
1√

1 + 1/(2πτft)2
sin(2πftt− ψ(ft)),

where ψ(ft) specifies a phase shift dependent on Θ(ft), A(ft), and A(0). This

proves Equation 4 of Section 4.1.

In principle, one can use such analysis to find the output of the correlator

in response to any sum of sinusoids. Suppose the input luminance pattern is

C(f1) cos(2πf1vt− 2πf1x) + C(f2) cos(2πf2vt− 2πf2x),

that is, a sum of two sinusoids of spatial frequencies f1 6= f2 with amplitudes C(f1)

and C(f2), moving rigidly to the right at velocity v. Then correlator output is

R(t) = C(f1)2A(f1v) sin[Θ(f1v)] sin(2πf1∆φ)

+ C(f2)2A(f2v) sin[Θ(f2v)] sin(2πf2∆φ)

+ C(f1)C(f2) sin[π∆φ(f1 − f2)]

(A(f2v) sin[2π(f1 + f2)v −Θ(f2v)− π(f1 + f2)∆φ]

−A(f1v) sin[2π(f1 + f2)v −Θ(f1v)− π(f1 + f2)∆φ])

+ C(f1)C(f2) sin[π∆φ(f1 + f2)]

(A(f2v) sin[2π(f1 − f2)v + Θ(f2v)− π(f1 − f2)∆φ]

−A(f1v) sin[2π(f1 − f2)v −Θ(f1v)− π(f1 − f2)∆φ]).

The first two terms on the right-hand side of this equation are identical to the

correlator responses to each sinusoid presented as a separate stimulus. The third

term might be expressed as a single sinusoidal function with temporal frequency

(f1 + f2)v, and the last term as a sinusoidal function with temporal frequency

|f1 − f2|v. Changing the phase of one or both input sinusoids will change the

overall phase of the output oscillations, but not their magnitude or frequency. If

the correlator input is a sum of a discrete number of sinusoids, then correlator

output will be the sum of the correlator response to each sinusoid individually, plus
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two terms as derived here for each pair of input sinusoids. Each frequency in the

output will correspond to sums or differences of several pairs of input frequencies.

In principle, given the Fourier transform of a continuous input, one could integrate

over the appropriate combinations of f1 and f2 to find the output spectrum, from

which one could compute the relative error for the correlator response.

A.3 Calculation of one-dimensional spectra from two-dimensional
spectra

One horizontal row of a two-dimensional image may be thought of as the product

of the original image and a row mask equal to one on that row and zero elsewhere.

The Fourier transform of the row is thus the convolution of the two-dimensional

Fourier transforms of the original image and the row mask. The transform of the

row mask is a column mask all of whose elements have equal magnitude. The con-

volution therefore amounts to integration over columns of the Fourier transform of

the original image. Assuming the phases of the Fourier components of the image

are independent and uniformly distributed, one can therefore find the power spec-

trum of the horizontal row by integrating out the power spectrum of the original

image in the vertical direction. In other words,

P (fx) =
∫ ∞

−∞
P(fx, fy)dfy,

where P (fx) represents the row power spectrum and P(fx, fy) the two-dimensional

image power spectrum. Assuming that P is isotropic and varies as f−(2+η),

P (fx) =
∫ ∞

−∞
(f2

x + f2
y )−

2+η
2 dfy.

Making the substitution fy = fx tan θ gives

P (fx) =
∫ π/2

−π/2

fx sec2 θdθ

(fx sec θ)2+η
= f−(1+η)

x

∫ π/2

−π/2
(secθ)−ηdθ.

The integrand is independent of fx, and the integral is finite for η > −1. Thus

P (fx) ∝ f
−(1+η)
x , as noted by van Hateren (1997).

If the original two-dimensional image is convolved with a two-dimensional

Gaussian impulse response whose Fourier transform is S(fx, fy) = e−a(f2
x+f2

y ), then
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the power spectrum of the filtered image is

P(fx, fy)S2(fx, fy) = (f2
x + f2

y )−
2+η
2 e−2a(f2

x+f2
y ).

We can find P (fx) by integration as we did previously:

P (fx) =
∫ ∞

−∞
P(fx, fy)S2(fx, fy)dfy =

∫ ∞

−∞
(f2

x + f2
y )−

2+η
2 e−2a(f2

x+f2
y )dfy.

Making a substitution fy = fx tan θ, the above integral becomes

P (fx) =
∫ π/2

−π/2
(f2

x sec2 θ)−
2+η
2 e−af2

x sec2 θfx sec2 θdθ

= f−(1+η)
x

∫ π/2

−π/2
e−af2

x sec2 θ(sec θ)−ηdθ.

Since this integral has compact support, one can easily evaluate it numerically. If

the one-dimensional power spectrum of a row of the original image was f
−(1+η)
x ,

the one-dimensional power spectrum of a row of the output image is f
−(1+η)
x S2(fx),

where S2(fx) corresponds to the integral above.
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B Computational methods

In the course of this work, I performed repeated simulations of correlator responses

to large images in Matlab. Because these simulations are computationally intensive,

I sought to implement them as efficiently as possible.

One computational approach might be to simulate the input and output of

each component of each correlator in a spatial array of correlators as a function

of time, with a sufficiently high temporal sampling rate to implement all filters

accurately. In order to avoid unnecessary up-sampling of the input signals and in

order to take advantage of Matlab’s fast matrix processing capabilities, I instead

implemented as much of the processing as possible directly on the original image.

In order to apply a spatial prefilter, I calculated the filter impulse response

with the same sampling as the image and then convolved the prefilter with the

image. Since the two-dimensional Gaussian is separable, I simulated the blurring

effect of the optics by filtering with the appropriate Gaussian first row-wise and

then column-wise.

For an image moving horizontally across an array of horizontally-oriented

correlators at a fixed velocity, temporal filtering amounts to one-dimensional fil-

tering of the image along individual rows. Thus I applied temporal prefilters by

computing their impulse responses at a temporal sampling rate equal to that with

which image pixels move past the correlator inputs, and then convolving these

impulse responses with each row of the image.

All filtering operations could be implemented as multiplications in the

Fourier domain. When I began writing my simulations, I chose to work in the

image domain because I was working with relatively short filters and because filter-

ing operations may be interspersed with nonlinear image domain operations such as

saturation. I eventually reimplemented most filtering operations in the frequency

domain.

I implemented the delay filter in the same way as other temporal filters. To

implement the correlation operation, I simply multiplied the delay-filtered image

with a horizontally shifted version of the original image; this operation is performed
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with opposite shifts for each of the two correlator subunits, and the outputs are

subtracted. The resulting output takes the form of a two-dimensional “image.”

One might think of this image as the output of a very dense array of correlators at

one point in time (with each pixel in the prefiltered image feeding the left input of

one correlator). Alternatively, one might think of each row of the output “image”

as representing the output of one correlator in a vertical array as a function of

time. These two paradigms are equivalent because two correlators displaced from

one another only horizontally will both process the same row of the moving image,

so their outputs will differ only by a temporal shift.

For an arbitrary ∆φ, the horizontal shifts necessary to implement the corre-

lation operation might be fractional numbers of pixels. I therefore wrote a function

to shift an image by an arbitrary amount using Fourier interpolation, which does

not alter the power spectrum of the image.

I used fractional shifting to implement simulations of image motion at an

arbitrary angle with respect to the orientation of the correlator. Equivalently, I

assumed that the image always moves horizontally, while individual correlators

may be rotated by an arbitrary angle. The simulation is identical to that described

previously except that one shifts the image both horizontally and vertically before

multiplication with the delay-filtered image so, that correlation takes place between

different rows in the original image17.

Saturation simply corresponds to a nonlinear, pixel-wise transformation of

the image after the appropriate stage of processing. I implemented output integra-

tion as a filtering operation on the output “image” of the correlator. Simulation

of photon noise requires construction of two separate noisy images, representing

inputs to the left and right arms of the correlator, because the noise in the two

arms is independent.

The image domain implementation of linear spatial and temporal physio-

logical filters to a given image poses one serious difficulty. The temporal filter of

the light-adapted fly photoreceptor, for example, has a temporal impulse response

17However, a single row of the output image no longer corresponds to the output of one correlator
as a function of time; that would be a diagonal in the output image.
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peaking after 7.8 ms. One pixel of Aiken’s image corresponds to about 0.22◦. If the

image moves at 5◦/s, then one pixel passes a correlator input arm every 43 ms. If

one samples the photoreceptor impulse response at 43 ms intervals, one might miss

the peak entirely. In signal processing terms, sampling the filter impulse response

at a frequency well below its Nyquist frequency introduces severe aliasing in the

approximation of the filter function.

One solution to this problem would be to up-sample the original image so

that, at a given motion velocity, the time step corresponding to one image pixel

is much smaller than the time scale of any desired filter. This is not necessary,

however, since a linearly filtered version of a signal will contain power only at

frequencies present in the original signal. I adopted the more efficient solution of

applying a filter-and-decimate procedure to the design of each filter (for temporal

filters, this must be repeated at each motion velocity):

• Compute the filter impulse response at a high sampling rate.

• Low-pass filter the impulse response to remove all frequency content higher

than that which might be produced by the moving image.

• Down-sample the filtered impulse response, at a sampling rate corresponding

to that of the input image itself.

• Apply the filter thus designed to the image.

Because correlation involves a multiplication operation, its output might

contain frequencies at up to double the highest frequency present in the input. In

order to prevent these frequencies from aliasing, one should compute the output at

a temporal sampling rate double that of the input. I did this for several natural

images and found very little frequency content in the output in the upper half of

the frequency spectrum. In the presence of a low-pass spatial prefilter representing

blurring by the optics, this ceases to be an issue, since the temporal sampling

frequency of the input is then well above the Nyquist frequency of the output.

The velocity response and error curves of this thesis are meant to represent

steady-state levels. When working with non-panoramic images, I therefore ignored
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the correlator output corresponding to the first five time constants of the delay

filter, after which any transients would have fallen to less than 1% of their initial

level. I discarded additional portions of the output corresponding to “edge effects”

of other prefilters.

This posed a dilemma for Tolhurst’s images, whose spatial extent is only

about 26◦. At high motion velocities, the entire image will move past the correlator

before the transient dies out. I created larger images by pasting multiple copies of

a given image next to one another horizontally. In order to minimize edge effects

associated with artificial power at the image boundaries, I flipped every other copy

of the image about the vertical axis. The power spectra shown in Figure 10 for

images (c) and (d) were computed for pairs of mirror symmetrical images pasted

together horizontally. I verified that these power spectra were virtually identical to

those of the original images, except that the minimum nonzero spatial frequency is

half that of the original images because the mirror-symmetrical images are twice as

large. Within the range of velocities for which I could compute the velocity response

curves using the unmodified images, I also verified that artificial lengthening of the

images had a negligible effect on the velocity response curves.
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C Details of experimental design

A number of studies have described the effects of motion adaptation, which causes

decreased sensitivity to motion when HS cells are exposed to motion stimuli of

even brief duration (Maddess and Laughlin, 1985; de Ruyter van Steveninck et al.,

1986; Harris et al., submitted). Since we wish to measure steady-state responses

to motion, we need to move the texture field at each test velocity long enough for

transient responses to die out. This takes about 100 ms (Egelhaaf and Borst, 1989),

so we discard the first 100 ms of each response. However, for stimulus contrasts as

high as those we are using, motion adaptation significantly alters the response of the

wide-field neuron within this time period (O’Carroll and Laughlin, in preparation).

We therefore chose to maintain the system in its adapted state throughout the

experiment. Following the recent work of Harris et al. (submitted), we assume that

adaptation does not significantly affect the spatial or temporal frequency tuning.

Figure 27 shows the results of an experiment which estimates the velocity response

curve in both the adapted and unadapted states. We measured the response at

each velocity using the “test-adapt-test” stimulus protocol, in which the pattern

moves at the test velocity for 1 s, then at an adapting velocity of 400◦/s for 3 s,

and finally at the test velocity for an additional 1 s. The display blanks for at

least 3 s before the protocol repeats at a different image velocity. The first test

stimulus allows us to approximate the unadapted response, while the second test

stimulus measures the adapted response. Figure 27 illustrates an additional benefit

of measuring responses in the adapted state. By decreasing the sensitivity of the

motion detection system, motion adaptation decreases the effects of saturation,

increasing the curvature of the velocity response curve in the range of velocites

near its peak.

We developed several experimental protocols which allow much faster mea-

surements of velocity response curves in the system’s adapted state. In these al-

ternative protocols, we interleave 200 ms test stimuli at different pattern velocities

with 200 ms adapting stimuli at 400◦/s. In order to prevent variations in the adap-

tation state of the neuron due to the recent stimulus history, we originally arranged
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Figure 27: Velocity response curves for an HSNE cell in its unadapted and adapted
state. We used the test-adapt-test protocol described in the text to measure the
responses of the neuron before and after motion adaptation. A 200 ms window
of the response to each test stimulus, beginning 100 ms after stimulus onset, was
averaged to obtain the results shown. The pre-adaptation curve only approximates
the unadapted response, since significant adaptation occurs during the course of
the test stimulus itself.

the test stimuli in a pseudorandom sequence alternating low and high stimulus

velocities. However, we abandoned pseudorandom sequences in favor of monotoni-

cally increasing and decreasing sequences interleaved with adapting stimuli. When

recording the velocity response curve of one cell, we alternate monotonically in-

creasing and decreasing sequencies of stimulus velocities. If the adaptation state of

the motion detection system changes significantly during the experiment due to the

recent stimulus history, we should see systematic differences between measurements

using increasing and decreasing sequences. We do not observe such hysteresis, im-

plying that adaptation remains close to constant during the experiment. Figure 28

shows velocity response curves measured in a single cell using monotonically in-

creasing and decreasing velocity sequences interleaved with adapting stimuli. The

curves are similar to each other and to that measured using the test-adapt test

protocol.

On a separate note, the nulls in the horizontal power spectra of periodic
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Figure 28: Velocity response curves for a motion-adapted HSNE neuron measured
using different stimulus protocols. Measurements using monotonically increasing
and decreasing sequences of test velocities are indicated separately; in both cases,
200 ms test stimuli were interleaved with 200 ms adapting stimuli at 400◦/s. If
the adaptation state of the motion detection system changes during the course
of the experiment due to its recent stimulus history, these two curves should
differ systematically. The velocity response curves measured using increasing and
decreasing interleaved velocity sequences, however, are similar to one another and
to the adapted curve measured using the test-adapt-test protocol (circles).

random textures did not cause a major problem in our experiments. For textures

of the lowest density, however, the first null lies at spatial frequencies close to

fs,opt for a type 1 correlator, which leads to a decrease in overall magnitude of the

response at this density in both model predictions and experimental data (before

normalization). If necessary, one could use the Picasso Image Synthesizer and the

Dual Channel Velocity Field and Stereogram Generator to create random textures

without such nulls, by rotating the texture 45◦ while maintaining its horizontal

motion with respect to the fly. Assuming square texels of width θ, the mean

horizontal power spectral density for such a texture would be

P (fs) =
θ√
2
(πfsθ)−2(1− sin(2

√
2πfsθ)

2
√

2πfsθ
).

This spectrum resembles that of the horizontal random texture, but has no nulls.
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